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n urray inTdCalloviay County

ied as
rly of
ndell,
They"
ducah
ted m
ooting
age of .
Thanks to Aileen Fromke who
adds more to "The Prophet of
Dune". She also reports that.
this is known as'''Desiderada"
tomusk. it tsniated by Los Crane and may
In; -beard on .the radio
frequently.

How To Reach Your
Representative
And State Senator

Attorney General Rules
In Favor Of Local Board

Representative Kenny Imes
Outgoing Kentucky Attorney I contested, in court by the
The - Bible Page -promotion may be reached in Frankfort as
Gerieral John B. Breckinridge Tennessee Valley Authority. --which has run in the Ledger and follows: residence 1032 Sioux,
suggested man opinion Monday
Times for the past twenty six Trail, Frankfort, Kentucky,
The 1970 legislative session
that the Murray Electric Plant
weeks, was one of the most telephone 223-5341 or House of
Board has "shortchanged" the began before the courts had
successful' promotions handled Representatives, Capitol
acted on Senate bill 288, Shultz
Murray Independent School
.
by' the-dany- newSniiper -41.6=•'Molding, Frankfort, Kentucky.
said-, and during- the 1970
District List yeartit$10,400. cording to James C. Williams,
State Senator Carroll HubThe opinion was handed down legislature a compromise bill
publisher.
bard, Jr. may be reached at the as a result of a request by the was worked out in agreement''
During the twenty six week Kentucky State Senate, Capitol
state Department of Education withboth TVA and the state
period approximately 4500 Building, Frankfort, Kentucky,
on behalf of the Murray Board department of education.
entries were made by Calloway or P.O. Box 435, Frankfort. His
According to the school
of Education for Breckinridge
County citizens with nearly telephone number is 502-227superintendent, the cornto study the matter.
1,000 Bibles being given by the 2147 or 502 564-4552. -promise bill -set-thie
The electric board;
eticipating--en-fhemakes annua1791n&if-of-taitn---tax" payments at a-surn-no less
prianotion.
payments to the -school district, than that paid in 1965 phut an
.The last. day,_for_the....
last_year took. -a $10,400 tax increase for growth and that
Page is today with the winners
this sum Would be knowicalta
credit from that payment.
—
from last week being named.
"floor payment."
According to'
,Murray
City
Since this is the last week, no
The floor payrrientior-llav
School Superintendent Fred
new Bible verses are being
The Hazel Parent-Teacher Schultz, the problem
started in Murray Independent district is
printed where they normally Club will meet Thursday,
1965 when the state legislature $24,119.62 Schultz said. appear.
January 6, at seven p.m. at the passed the "tax
One other way of figuring the
rollback law"
Some of the verses were in- school with the president, Mrs.
which limited the amount of Lax payment is the formula
correctly identified, however Edward Russell, presiding.
money the various school method" which, simply, is the
this did not prevent most of the
Rev. Billy Gallimore, pastor districts in Kentucky
could book value multiplied by the
contestants from finding them of the Mt. Carmel Baptist
receive from property taxes. local tax rate. .
in the Bible. The Ledger and Church, will give the devotion
According to the compromise
Schultz said that in 1968, the
Times received a number of and also show slides made
legislature passed Senate bill bill, Shultz said, the formula
calls when this occurred but the during his tour of The Holy
288, which would have required method is not to be used 'until
'callers usually ended up by Land.
the local plant board to pay a the sum derived by using the
saying -At least you made us
A door prize will be given. All
" raise most of the money
-ruin BOY 97.THE YEAR-Karen Marie Fishman, the first baby to be born in Calloway read the Bible in order to parents and interested persons sum of money greater than method equals or exceeds the
they paid in 1965 to the school floor payment. The plant
.for-- our- -movement :Ahrg County in WM is proudly held by
her mother Mrs. John Fishinan of Route 7, Murray.'I'he rather ir-lereeetly-identify the-paaijagra-Anv
)iird's _payment figured by the
-Srresittng --engagemenrts -tar". regional agency manager for Bekin Van
Lines. The baby arrived at 1:t5 a.m., Saturday, January 41,
IbeLedgerind Times mishits:
formula method would be
various campuses"....William The following business firms in Murray
to
thank
the local merchants for
have contributed gifts to the new citizen and her parents:
111:744.93, Shultz said.
Kunstler, counsel for "the Storey's Food Giant, Roses, Leach's
Music & TV, Shirley Florist, Linittsey's Jewelry, Merle Nair; • sponsoring the Bible contest
Nat Ryan Hughes, attorney
"Chicago 7." The research staff man Cosmetics, Boone's Laundry & Cleaners, The
Poppy Shoppe, Murray Theatres, Inc., Sammons and also the many people who
for the electric plant board, said
of the House Committee on Bakery, Ryan Milk Co., Murray Beauty
liter:KJ
the contest. As in most
Salon.641 Super Shell, Love's Studio, Fashion Two-Twenty, J
this morning that he did not feel
Internal Security reports -at & S Oil, Ryan Shoes, Bank of Murray,
.ontests everyone cannot be a
Dale & Stubblefield Drugs. , Mother Goobc
the board could issue a
least
120
radical Trenhoim's Drive-In.
Staff Pilot. By David Hill .inner, however about twenty
statement on the _matter until
revolutionaries had addressed
Aye percent of those entering
ihe board Members had
campus audiences m recent
won a nice Bible
reviewed
Breckinridge's
months." Regarding the source
opinion. He added that until last
of funds used to pay these
year, the Murray system was
henoraria , the report noted,
the only electric system in the
"Of the $108,967.85 herein
state of Kentucky that was
detailed, 888,120.95 was derived
paying the full amount of the
from student activities funds
"in-lieu-of-tax"
payments and
and all but 813,776 appears to
The Women's Society of
that TVA had forced them to
have been paid from sources
Christian
Service and the
--other than institutional budget
Ralph Clark of Murray Route Clyde Steele they were able to reduce these payments.
Methodist Men of the Bethel,
Hughes indicated that the
allocations
and
apBy BILL BRADFORD
administration, telling some of would itet Up a ileparate state Brooks Chapel, and In- Three suffered sdeond
ascertain that Clark had been wording of the compromise bill
propriations".
Associated Press Writer
the discoveries or changes department for protecting the dependence United -Methodist degree burns in a fire that rescued from the house and is confusing and
that different
FRANKFORT, Ky. t AP)- made by his commissioners.
environment. It would take the Churches will sponsor a supper destroyed his home on the Van taken to the hospital for interpretations
of the bill would
The 1972 session of the KenCleve
Road
on
this
Thursday,
morning
January
6,
at
about
and
air
water
control
pollution
He
is
expected
not
te
treatment.
give
We are not saying that
be possible.
tucky General Assembly gets any revenue or tax proposal and solid „waste programs out seven p.m.at the Brooks Chapel two o'clock.
The house was located on the
Kunstler
is
a
radical off to
Breckinridge said in his
what
is expected to be a figures until around Feb. 1.
Clark, age 64, was rescued main Van Cleve Road about
of the Health Department and Church.
revolutionary but we are saying
opinion
that the electric board
quiet start today with an adfrom
the
buring
The
two
charge
will
story
$1.50
plate
frame
a
responsibility
would
be
given
The
House
and
-Senate were
three miles off Highway 94
that we support little of what he
for adults and seventy-five house by two unidentified young East. Three chimneys in the lacked the authority to reduce
supports; and a lot of his dress by Gov. Wendell Ford to convene formally for organ- over controlling noise as well.
tonight.
Ford called for some such cents a plate for children under boys and taken to the house were left standing after its payments to the city school
izational matters, then recess
thinking is radical as compared
Ford's
speech
to
a
emergency room of the Murray- the fire. Rain was falling and a district by the amount of money
joint
meetuntil
new
the
agency to handle environ- twelve years of age.
evening
to hear Ford.
to established thinking.
ing of the House and Senate at 7
Members of the groups invite Calloway County Hospital. He north wind was blowing at the it pays the district 4rem a
Many more bills than usual mental protection during his
p.m. Tis expected basically will be introduced at the open- campaign for governor but it is the public to attend. •
was transferred to the Veterans time of fire, according to special tax on gross receipts.
Lucille Goodyear says "Just
to set the tone for his legisla- ing session because slightly not known whether a proposal
Hospital
at Marion, Ill., for Schumacher.
The 3 per cent utility _tax is
because nobody disagrees with
tive program and mention more than 100 already have as drafted coincides with his
further treatment this morning,
FREE PUPPIES
Squad members answering one of three supplemental levies
you doesn't necessarily mean
Three female puppies, part according to hospital officials. the call were Max Dowdy, Jffn school districts are permitted to
you are brilliant; maybe you're areas In which he plans to back been pre-filed for introduction thinking.
legislation.
However, two of the legisla- Bangle and part Collie, eight _ The Calloway County Fire- Wilkerson, Jim Johnson, Jim use to raise additional revenue
then.
the boss".
Ford also is expected to reMany of those. bills were ap- tors behind the drafting of that weeks old, are free to persons Rescue Squad answer...MTh-Car Kelly, Aaron Dowdy,Co*-( Ret.1--,over, and above the amount
port to the legisla4s on the proved by interim legislative proposal were elected to House for pets. For further in- to the burning home at 2:45 John Thompson, Ed Jennings, received through property
"The urban guerilla is a clear first month's opentron of his committees which have been leadership posts with Ford's en- formation call 753-7456 after a.m., but the house was burned' and Bob Schumacher. .
taxes.
to the ground when they
four p.m.
and present danger-not to law
meeting since the 1970 session
(Continued on Page Ten)
Clark lived alone at the house
(Continued on Page Ten)
arrived. The squad members
enforcement alone, which must
concluded. For the most part,
used a tank of water to keep the
directly face his bitter and
bills with such approval ar
fire from spreading to the area
diabolic violence, but to the
enacted easily.
around the house,
entire nation. If this mentality
One such proposal which has
Bob Schumacher,reporter for
of exli en Il341frentinre5-to-grow,
been approved tif principal by
the squad, said when they
the future of-our society based
several interim committees
arrived Clark had already been
on law will be gravely imtaken from the scene. With the
paired" ...J. Edgar Hoover. Mr.
Lobbyists Registered
An average of $41.35 was
help of Calloway county Sheriff
Hoover calls those folks who
During 1971 the ASC cornreported for the sale of Type 35, mittee 'said 1786.77 acres ,of
Firebomb tiiiildings, place time
For General Assembly
dark air cured tobacco, held on Type 23 tobacco were planted in.
bombs in government buildings,
The people of Murray,
the Murray market on Monday, Calloway County, but that the
participate in sniper fire, etc., Calloway County and the entire
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) according to 011ie Barnett, local allotment was 2802.04 acres.
urban guerillas.
area are invited to tour the new *Eighteen organizations had regmarket reporter, and officials Type 23 tobacco is one the
facilities of Murray High Scheel istered lobbyists by Monday,
of the Western Dark Fired larger cash crops of the farmers
on Sunday afternoon, January thee of the 1972 Kentucky
A theft at the Tau Kappa Tobacco
Growers Association. in this area.
9, from two unti 4:30 o'clock.
,Epsilon fraternity -house ere
General Assembly.
The sales for the day were for
The farmers' in Calloway
Principal Eli Alexander
They were: the Kentucky
James Lawson, a native of In addition Lawson has had North 14th Street has been 35,214 pounds of a total volume
County had a quota for burley of
extended the invitation to all State AF1-C10; the Kentucky Graves County, Nis been named three years of experience as a reported to the MtuTay Police
of $14,559.90. Another clean up 439,261 pounds as determined in
interested persons to visit the Coal Association; Save Our
coordinatp(bf the Murray- carpenter with tbe Alvey Department by Larry Adams. sale Ionians type of tobacco will
March 1971, according to the
Jackson Purchase
school on Doran Road and to Kentucky; the Kentucky Asso- Call
Reported stolen from the
nty Vocational Lumber CodIpany
Owenbeheld later on the four Murray County ASC committee. No
Rain changing to light snow inspect the beautiful and ser- ciation for Older Persons; Ken- Sc ool by the Kentucky
house
were
a
tape
player, Model loose leaf floors, Doran's
State sboro
market for burley tobacco is
dr flurries this evening. Accu, iiceable facility which is used tucky Civil Liberties Union; Board of
Education, according
Lawson lS a graduate of HGE6779A, ten tapes, 4-5 wine, Farris, Growers, and Planters.
in urr,a y
mutations near one inch are by 630 students.
United Auto Workers Area to Fred Schultz, Murray City Sedalia High School, holds a and Ls pint whiskey, according
Totals for the season on this
• possible by nightfall. Colder
Superintendent Fred' Schultz Council 42; Holiday Inns of School superintendent -Lawson Bachelors Degree from Murray to the police report filed at 7:20
type of tobacco are 207,176
tonight. Clear and colder and members of the Board of America; Council of Independ- was the choice
of the local State University, and earned his p.m. Monday.
pounds for $87,633.28 for a
Wednesday. Highs today 31 to Education, -Chairman Maurice ent Kentucky Colleges and Uni- school districts'
The
theft
occurted
sometime
and the Bureau Masters Degree at Western
season ,average of $42.30, ac44. Lows tonight 17 to 22. Highs Ryan. Bethel Richardson. Dr. versities; Kentucky State Asso- of Vocational
Education Kentucky University. He also between December 20, 1971, to cording to local tobacco ofWednesday in the low 30s. Out- C.C. Lowry, Don Henry and Will ciation of Life Underwriters Schultz
said.
attended Peabody College January 3, 1972, according to ficials.
INDIANAPOLIS i AI>
48look for Thursday-partlt Ed Stokes will be present to help American Party; Temperance
Lawson comes to his new Working in the area of special the police report.
The allotment for this type of
year-old
Kentucky man died
cloudy and continued cold.
the faculty in displeying the League of Kentucky; Kentucky assignment from the Daviess education and has taken
tobacco in Calloway County is here Monday two days after he
new building.
Savings anclioan League; Ken- County Area Vocational School, graduate work
TREATED AT HOSPITAL
at the
150.71 acres, but the total became the the 87th kidney
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
The
Parent-Teachers tucky Association of School Ad- Owensbere,-Kentucky. He was University of Kentucky in the
'Harry J. Long, age 45.' of number of acres planted here in transplant
recipient ill Indiana
Chance of precipiTatioil FriAssociation, assisted
by ministrators; Kentucky Motor principal of this'new
Route PI*, Greenhills, Prin- 1971 Were 95.95 acres, according
hool field of industrial education
University Hospuàl._
-.day arid in the eastern part of
Members of the Murray Transportation
Association: which had its formal openi in
Lawson is married to the ceton, was treated for to the County ASC'cOmmittee,
A spokesman for the hospital
Kentucky early Saturday. The
Chapter of the • Future Inc.; Kentucky State Building August, 1971. Prior to
former Delores. "Wick of laterations and abrasions at the
chairmah.
Said hi...could net say exactly trend of temper.
oilieritakers-if America, wilt affilt-nflonstructieer-indatoC14)7
emergency
room of the Murray- . The opening day of the sales what caused the death
Ammon
.and llie14.-11h)&.Ali,
continue Thursday through Sat- serve refreshments.
of PhilLocal Association of Affiliates special education te cher., children,fluid, age 2 and Todd,- - rallodiak-751Tilty_ frospital on of Type 23, darkilretilenarcier;
tirriarAeleakillit4byviiedelteee
- urday in Kentucky. Highs will
Make plans to attend the open of Chiropractors, Louisville; taught in the OwenSborti iiii•-•"6. They have' 'recently Monday at 8:55 p.rn,, according
- orr.the Murray'Market will be
Howtreer, it had been **terbe in the 30s and lows will gen- -house next Sunday. You are
Kentucky Medical Association Vocational School 'and was 'moved to this community and to hospital officials. HP was Monday, January 10, according -mined
the man's body did not
erally be in ti)e 2Oi throughwit
welcome ...and encouraged to and the Kentucky Association assistant director
of the are making their home at 1711 repoeted injured in an In the Murray Tobacco Board of. reject the new kidney, the
the period.
•• ,
come, Alexander said.
of Trial Attorneys.
automobile,
accideol-.
Owensboro •Vocatiernal 'School. College Farm Road.
spokesman said. ._
_,

-170e Industrial News Review
says:-N„
"Milltbnis of • people are
• confused biliejmage they see
of the new Ainlica. The ei---riertS cOmptalit-Orfack
sumer confidence-a general hesitency to move ahead. This
lack
of confidence-thiar-sk.
, hesitency -can
only
be
removed as people are
reassured that the future .still
holds_promise and opportuni_
for-tfie individual -*tinder' &system-that guarantees by law4the right to profit from one's
awn ..endeavors,_ It is 'up to
business, as well as governmental leaders, to instill this-confidence and to remove the
uncertainty in many minds
about the shape of the America
of the future. Nothing could
remove that uncertainty more
quickly fliair re-MITI-to the
"first principles" that will
govern the lives of everyone in
the new America just as they
did in the old."

Quiet Start Expected
For 1972 Legislature

Supper Planned At
Church Thursday

Murray High
School Plans
Open House

Average $41.35, Tobacco
Sales, Recorded Monday

Theft Reported At
Fraternity House

Kidney Recipient
Dies, Indianapolis

-
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KENTUCKY

were,

Nyingo beat Carlisle County to become champions of the
Gilliqway County High School Christmas basketball tournament
grn Calloway Wet Ms& Is the consolation
game.
The Murray State Thoroughbreds lost to Memphis State 79 to 67
In a basketball game.
Miss Jane Cooper was married laltoy Cothran on-December a
•
...,_ • "At. the South Pleasant Grove Methodist March.
Mr.and Mrs. Rudy Duncan are the-Plients o1ibbOyWthe past week at the Murray Hospital.

pRoDucThlrY
_CP

11111,

',•
I

20 Years Ago Today

Z-eltele kitegat
Dear Editor:
•_ The patients and staff of West
View Nursing Home would like
to take this opportunity to thank
each one who helped make
Christmas a merry one. All the
gifts, food and carols were
delightful and deeply appreciated.
The patients and staff wish
for each of you a happy and
prosperous New Year.

`up

—

By-S1011 MONROE
Assoeiated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP)- Police
say a slick gang of bandits,
who used a sleek black Urn' to lull security
and gain entrance to thlt eie
gant Hotel Pierre,
made _off with more than $1
. million in cash and jewelry
from 47 safe deposit boxes.
Detectives said one man,
whom they did not identify, had
satisfied them that he had lost
jewelry and money worth
$800,000. Chief of Detectives Albert A. Seeditain indicated that
the early Sunday robbery might
turn out to be the biggest-hobd
ever pulled here.

LEDGER avitraqtaxas
-"The entire
was
Houston and his family", fromAhe column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray.. _
The funeral for Mrs. Hal Houston is being'held today.-67
Houston remains in critical condition at the Murray Hospital.
Marriages announced include Miss Betty Lou Wilkins to Baulk
_Joe Jackson on December 23, Miss Nella Jean Workman to James
-4itiughn Edwards on December 30, and Was Charlotte Ann
Grogan to Sfc. Paul D. Grogan on December 26.
•
Births reported include a boy to Mr.and Mrs. Alfred Scull and
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Arlon Tyler.

ST0

uTnE svmsitior

Harold G. Beaman
Administrator

•The Pierre, one of
•
tin's most luxurious hotels, is
located on Fifth Avenue at 61st
Street, overlooking Central
Pk. Aliout_tL of__ its unils
'ere cooperative apartments
that sell for $200,000 to $300,000.
To keep out undesirables, the
:lQks its doors betimes- I
a.m. and 6:90 aim But 1
. Weir:
ity guard Is posted inside to admit guests.
It was just after 4 a.m. Sunday when the sleek limousine
pulled up to the 61st-Street entrance. Two well-dressed men
gut out and carried their bags
to the door. They told the guard
a reservation. ool
When he unlocked the d ,
they walked in and the startled
guard saw they were carrying
guns and one was wearing a
rubber ,nose. Two other gang
members apparently followed.
,The gang quickly rounded up
DI -employes-including three
aUerds; bell hops and othersand herded them into the execalive offices. Using 14 sets of
nandkuffs and a supply of adhesive tape, they boundthe captives and made
them lie on the__
floor.
While the ruliber-nosed man
stood -guard-, the otherbers of the gang went to the
battery of safe deposit bases
. behind the cashier's office and
began forcing them open.

'Throw-away -syndrome'
causing elderly plight

The leerily
Loretta Jobs
the •
Omicron
Tau Phi
o'clock lir
Jean We Carolyn P
hostesses for
A potluck
from a buffe
variety o
vegetables,
•
, all
members of
After the
everyone ga o
the fireplace ,
to exchange
secret alters
the coming
drawn by :
Mrs.. Het-honor of .
of Ideal Soro
to Mrs. J.
Lamb is
president of

FRANKFORT, Ky.--January
.72 Ina been proclaimed
chT-it- Ditties Month in
Dear Editor:
Ken
-by Gov. Wendell H.
year'scrop,of Christmas
F'orst
greetings proved to be
le
,
proclamation
In
interesting. Among 'those
the governor
ted that the
received were -the-followingNational March'-Uf Dimes
oddities: one properly adFoundation is leading the fight
dressed eiteelop,e
noto prevent birth defects and its
greetingtn le; one greeting will
,00 signahaif one Mother's Day
WASHINGTON (AP) - The ultimate' goal is to guarantee
card, from a'cousin, in lieu of; nation's tax laws contained the gift of health to every
-yalitor's Note: This is the
burin,g. the i,me decade, backs to homes from drug sales two greetings in one envelope loopholes big enough for 112 newborn American.
first sof two articles dealing spending for nursing home care "S residents, of lack torproper with half of the message onesen
Governor Ford also pointed
itaserieans with incomes above...
with thccurrent state of the na- 'increased four-fold.
medical supervision, of mis- card and half on the other; one 1200,000 to pay no federal in- out that public contributions
.
tion's nttrsing homes where
The net effect of the -•balloon- treatment and neglect of pa- greetings with a message ob- come taxes in 1970, according have enabled the foundation to
Abhor that which is evil; cleave to that which is good.-Romanab
many of the aged live In primi- ing welfare prograniftit care of tients.
viously for someone else.
or• to preliminary information sup- establish a nationwide network
129.
tive, uncaring environments. the elderly has been to subsi•
The report called for strict
medical
On
top
of
all
I
recenUy
this,
plied by the Treasury Depart- of more than 100
Here is safe guidance for life's countless decisions.
dize - a growing American en- federal entoreeFiaiont of stan- renewed my subscription to The metiL
service programs for research,
By BEVERLY BEYETTE
terprise - the nursing borne dards for homes getting federal Ledger
Copley News Service
& Times which now
Rep, Henry S. R4101101. D-Wis•o. education and medical and
business..
subsidies I the federal gov- comes to my houge
addressed
to
Sunday the infOrmation, community services.
said
".7.-Send your mother to Shady __Few nursing home operators ernment's bill is $2 billion a Louise E. Hicks. I'm not upset, supplied at his request, showed
He declared the March of
have love as their Sele ifieffifet yeart:Tor published ratings of
.Acres.
though; it's--- better -- than three of the free-riders each re- Dimes "will benefit...our
R
Riblet
Jr.
is
a
Carl
business
thee
and they are in
by
homes, for stricter liSend your father to Shady
ported more than SI-million in- children and our children's it to make money. Government censing of administrators, for Christine!
There are three kinds of congressmen, members
Acres.
children,"
Sincerely
yours
come
for 1970.
'
We'll take good care of them. subsidies are standardized, so training programs for aides.
Five-year-old Robin Benson
of the species Potomacus Exoticus: those who know
In 1969, before the Tax Remaking
a
profit
Another
becomes
crusader
a
for
better
of Danville was named the 1972
Mr.
Louis
on which side their bread is buttered, those who You won't be aware of them. matter of shaving costs.
E.
Hicks
form
•
took
•
Act
effect,
300-percare
for
the aged is Rep. David
Send them to Shady Acres:'..."
Route 5, Box 2018 ,,
sons with _incomes orat least Poster Child-. -She is the
Making money means' cut- Pryor 'D-Ark., 37, who orknow where the butter comes from and those who
Jams Ian, MGM Records ting down on expenses
Murray, Kentucky 42071
$200,000 paid -no taxes, he daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
and,=- ganized,a national forum on
own the cow.
fortunately, keeping
added. Of those, 52 made more George Benson.
nursing homes in Washington,
"Politics - the conduct of public. affairs
Ours is a throw-away society. roll dow-n is a good the 'payThe governor also named
Dear
thar. al million.
to
.
way
„
a
-after
=Successful atEditor:_
Everything is disposable - and expenses.
for private advantage."
C.C. Lawry of Murray
terripil to get congressional acprovision
chief
In
The
the elderly are no exception.
-Ambrose Bierce in The Devil's Dictionary
Nationwide, about 500,000 tion on a resolution seeking an
I found a challenge about 1969 act that was supposed to honorary state chairman and
Bent on bundling the popula- persons are employed in nurs- investigation of nursing homes. "Taking Inventory" which I end tax avoidance by the rich appointed Keith Hanley of
tion into tidy little groups, we ing and convalescent homes pryor concluded that federal thought very good. Would you was a requirement for a rnin- Louisville the state teenage
have speCial places for
.43 per cent of them aides and funds are used to put people in- please print?
imurn tax. Reuss called it "a chairman of the 1972 March of
SPetialltitaCealtirDimes campaign.
- Depart- to-plaees4het- endanger their
tap."
love
Taking lirventory
"young marrieds" and'ipecial ment of Labor estimates that lives and mutilate their hope.”
'
"The Tax Hamm Act Of 1969
"Examine me, 0 Lord, and
places for • "senior. citizens." there are 25,000 vacancies in ▪ He told, of "the selfish and
-was supposed to end this grandprove
JOHNS
me."
CREEK, Ky.(AP),
interests not only of
At-trirelai of theline-,-therers-- the_iudectry
"I BELIEVE this is abut the scale tax ivoidance, but it is A group of strip mine operators
The turnover rate is stagger- matty-of the nursffig home own- time of the year in which men -obvious now that it hasn't done in Kentucky has
still another special place. It is
begun a threeers and operators,.but also the
-for the old and the sick, those ing.
year experiment in developing
take account of stock, In so," he
nursing
home
associations
pleasant
work.
It
And
and
is
not
Ito-longer useful.
Between $20 billion and $30 greenhouse farming on hillside
everything exeept their souls.
There are 23,000 of these salaries for Unlicensed person- lobbying groups which foster In the shoe and leather business billion in additional revenue benches, the
TAYLOR L. DAVIDSON
flat surfaces
places - nursing homes, con- nel are net high. Qualifications these conditions and also thrive they know they are. In
the book could be raised annually if ev- created by surface mining.
in
this
area
of
bureaucratic
for
some
are,
the
job
in
cases,
valescent homes,rest honksbusiness they know the whole eryone was required to pay his
The Kentucky Surface Mining
FRANKFORT, Ky.-It is a local boards will be working licensed in America todiiy. nothing more than having confusion."
Meanwhile, iq_a_suphemisrn account. So in every great fair share of taxes, Reuss esti- and Reclamation Association
fact that some men have con- with young men who have a low -They-are-home to one million transportation and a white unimated.
has appropriated $4,000 for the
sidered
the
"draft" lottery number.
Americans. And 90 per cent o - form. There are training pro- apparently picked up from the concern and establishment of
He said a tax reform bill he project's first- year. The funds
various
businesses.
They
funeral
want
industry,
grams
proprietors
for
nurses'
classification of 4-F a stigma.
aides,
in
but
them
are
run'
for profit.
If is conceivable-that a young
to know how they stand as it is co-sponsoring would raise go to Johns Creek High School
This is understandable, since man with a low lottery number
President Nixon, promising training or experience is not re- hushed tones discuss with relaabout $19 billion by plugging in this Pike County town, where
tives of prospective "resi- regards riches. But alas!
an individual found unac- might be rejected for a physical federal action to upgrade these qutred by-many employers.
loopholes. Another $10 million a Horticultural class is starling
Inside the home, the un- dents" their concern for.. their where is your bookeeper and
ceptable for military service for reason and subsequently be homes, has said that altogether'
could come from repealing new and a greenhouse is being set
you cashier, that shall take
a physical reason would dillike classified 4-F. On the other too many of them are simply skilled aide may be referred to "loved ones."
Relatives, in large numbers, account of stock so that you tax benefits for businessmen up to experiment with soils and
the same selective service hand, a young man with a high -dumping. grounds -for the dy- as "the new nurse." Among her
branding as a moral rejectee. lottery number and who has a ing" and -warehouses for the duties: dispensing medica- turn their backs on the -situa- may know whether you have and taxing the income of for- plants to find out what can hest
tion. They, too, -must accept been gained in a stable con. eign subsidiaries of U.S. firms be grown on the
tions.
During World 'War II, record of anti-social behavior unwanted.stripped land.
Garvin and Burger observed some of the blame for existing science, or have let your con- stn a current basis, he-said.
registrants found unacceptable might enjoy a...1
:
H (holding) - Too often, these homes serve that low.:.per_and depressing conditions; too often they,
science be like a weather-vane,
-"mainly to keep older people
for military service but who classification.
surroundings'foster resent- assuage their consciences b30
ii
were making a contribution to
In the past, some employers out of sight and out of mind so ment and bitterness among finding a nice, fancy place for. blown about by custom or by the
fgfraiWRI1m11011WIRialligfar
breath of men; whether you
the war effort were awarded a have been reluctant to consider that no one will notice their de- employes and
or
mother
'dad
out
of
mind,
that,
often.
too
have been brought nearer to
gradation and despair."
Ends Tonite
-eleosifie-a-tion that reflected a young man who is 4-F.
"the objects of their resent- out of sight.
men, and into_pere loving
they were doing their part
In their book, "Where 'They ment are the patients.",
In such a situation, it is our
A minute visit once a niorith,
James Garner in
relations with - m,or whether
although in a civilian status. earnest hope that the young Go to Die," R. M: Garvin and
They conclude that onlone a pat on the cheek. And never
This may have erased some of man who has been found not R. E. Burger call the homes by of 50 Americans over att hiss a mind what's going on when you have been disintegrating."
"SKIN
GAME"fGP)
Prog Info 753-3314
-Henry Ward Beecher.
the "tarnishment" of being in qualified for military service other names: ."prefuneral chance of getting into a nutting you're not around. " -Starts Iomorrow
ClasS 4-F,
because of a physical-'-defect harms" and -hallny_ktuses- -kome..with._ skilled attendants
Next: What are the alternaWhen the law of 1948 was will be -given the same con- - halfway between society and and adequate-racilitieSTT'Bea?
e runaway -bestseller is
To leave:the:cad Avitti a.burst
enacted, no provision was made sideration for employment as a the cemetery.
the screen.
Nursing hetne eta* tend to
of song,------ - - fOIONPNKNORTNNINNI -• • • '••
for separating the physical and peer who has been fortunate
The nursing home today, treat their elderly 'patients as
The
To recall the right and forgive
moral rejecteea,by class. In the enough tii-draw a high lottery conclude Garvin and Burger, children r - mentally retarded
the wrong;
whereas, as
1950's, however, Congress
number and as a result be 'Place "holds a terror for the aged • children
International
Press
United
By
880410KM N MJTUIU NNWUCINN
To forget that thing that binds
psychiatrists point out, while
that Bedlam once held-foe the
established
the
1-Y in Class 1-H.
Today is Tuesday, January 4,
the elderly may lose their
you fast
insane, that chain gangs once
--t NIZNI ita
the fourth day of 1972 with 362
To the vain regrets of the year
held for eTonvicti, and - Wit-- -physient--eenfrol--8Ad---meatal- to Moir.-In lay language, this meant
alertness,
they struggle hard tu
theft
sweatshops
Past;
once
held
for
dhilthat a young man who was not.
RICHOOND, Calif. AP1 The moon is between its full
retain their pride and human
To have the strength to let go
qualified for military service About 125 workmen mopped up dren."
rtu
quarter.
phase
afc
last
-g,(7)
and
rFa tarryour hold
under current standards of flints of crude oil on San Fran- 'Not all • nursing homes are dignity:
morning
The
are
stars
Ninety
cent
per
of
all
nursing
On
the
not
worthwhile
of
the
Ends
acceptability,could,in a time of cisco Ray and two Pacific 'warehouses (or the unTonite
home residentsare over 65; one Mercury and Jupiter.
days grown old;
national emergettcy, be con- Ocean beaches over the week- wanted."--Some art doing adeThe evening stars are Venus,
ir three is over 85. WOmeti.out#
quate
jobs;
a
few
are
Richard
doing
Harris in
sidered for service In the armed end in a cleanup of last Frinumber men two to one, and Mars and Saturn.
good jobs. Many of the best are
To:cdare
go
forth
with
a
purpose
forces.
day's spill from a tanker char- the nonprofit institutions.
On this dayin-history:
"MAN IN THE
-, the average age is 80.
true;
The I-11 classification has tered by Standard Oil Co. of
One in 20 Americans over 65
In 1885 Dr. William Grant of
That so many bad homes
Prog
Info
753-3314
-tii unknown task' of the
*been eliminated under the -California, the company re- exist is
WILDERNESS"(GP)
Davenport, Iowa, performed
lives in an institution.
attributable to public
amended act. This means that a ports.
Conditions in these institu the first appendectomy. The year t t's new;
-apathy/politics, official indif.
To help your brother along the
- "draft" registrant will either be
Standard spokesman Dale E. ference, overlapping and con- tines have fallen under tbi. paitent made a complete
road,
• 1-A or 4-F.
individu.,1
scrutinizing
eye of
Blasye said 10 boats and foot flicting authority, laws with no
recovery.
To _do his werk-., and lift his
lawnAkers. special Senato, • In 1937 about 10,000 Italian
Obviously, • the
4-F patrols were used to gather elaut and, too often, greed an
load;
recent12,
committees,
and,
thepart
of
proprietors
of
thick
prof
Indonesian
itoil spilled Fritroops landed in Spain to help
• classification of today has more
%imbrues:
To add your gift to the world's
consumer advocate Ralph the nationalist forces in that
meaning than in the past,-so the day* during discharging .oper- making-instilations
good
cheer.
Nader.
The luxurious ones are excountry's civil war.
SelectiveSorvice System must ations by the Liberian tanker,
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Standard officials first • estirelations program to point up
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--Words and treeds
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gether • by a volunteer t
In 12117 speedboat racing
- that 4-F does not necussara1Y:- mated the spill, at 80 gallons with
meals.)At the other end Of * force, and titled, "Nur
Mrs .•. Sydow
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war in Vietnam afid emphasis Rlasye said Sunday that the oil
Between 1960 and 1970, the
1972
our
report,
presented
very
The
.by
best
year
yet
thcnight for the.day Irish
A
Oil all-yOutiyer army, there is apprentin--ited broken Waugh -number attuning homes in the
-Nader before' the. Senate Spe,
James Stephens saki(MURRAY
now IOW need to draft large barriers and 'Ire have aso way United States more then . dou-'
Committee .pn the Aging Phil
Sincerely
wiser
are
men
than
"Wotnen
Closed Til Fri.
numbers of men. If the.present of knowing exactly how much bled. There are now more than
told of doctors visiting as many beeauee
they 'know less and
"
manpower trend continues, wa3
one million betlX7•
us 90 patients a 'jay, of kickI •)rene Clayton
understand more."

THE—NURSING HOMF TRAGED,t,

Hostess
Phi La

.Seedman said the men used a
guest list to select the boxes
but the hotel manager, J.V.
Bennett, later denied this, saying thgbox
guerupd ran._ .
domly.
:
_ _
At one poid a guest, Haelio
ragga, a.lawyer from Rio ea
iniero, telephoned the de-SIC to
find out why he could not get
an elevator. A gunman donned
an operator's jacket and went
.to the floor.
But when he couldn't make
the car go down, he dropped
his disguise and took Fragga,
his wife and his mother-in-law
to the executive offices with the
other captives.-At 5:40 a.m., the gang packed
its haul in the suitcases and
left. A few minutes later, one of
the captives got loose and
called police-.
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Loretta Jobs was the scene for
1210-Cllititai meeting of the
Omicron Alpha chapter of theTau Phi Lambda sorority held.
on December 13 at six-thirty
o'clock ifflhe evening. Mrs._s,
Jean Richerson and Mrs.
Carolyn Parks were Co.
hostesses for the meeting.
A potluck dinner was-aerved
from a buffet table of ham, a
variety
of
salads
and
vegetables, and
several
4esserts, all prepared by the
nassiban al the sorority. S -

By Abigail Van.Buren

After the delicious dinner,
everyone gathered in front of
the fireplace of Mrs. Jobs' home
to exchange gifts and reveal
secret silters. Seeret sisters'for
the coming year were thetL
drawn by the members,
Mrs., Helen Spann had the
honor of presenting the award
of Ideal Sorority Sister for 1971
to Mrs. Jeanie Lamb. Mrs.
Lamb is currently serving
president of the sorority.
Attending the dinner were
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Mac Carley

DEAR ABBY: Please, no names or-elfies-orcilaTI"
a
St-year-old widow. I'm considered attractive. I have no fem.*responsibilities as my only child is married.
have dated a munber of eligible men, but there is one I
cireffor above all the others He's 57,, but looks much younger. We've been dating for about Oa months, and I know he
• cares for me, too. He has been an absolute angel and a per' feet gentleman. Last night he told me be-bred me, but would
- not propose marriage because he had had surgery a few
years ago, which terminated his sexAte:-- .
I told him it didn't matter to me because I never placed
much importance on sek.anyway, which is the God's honest
WaalHe said I was only beIngo:kind," and in a few years I
Itynnihl feel "dlealad." I swore. to..him on ,a stack of Bibles,
thin meant-AirflabElfolv cip-telibiiinCe this amytena
pan,that I waist*marry him?
'---.WILLING WIDOW

DEAR WILLING: Get a higher week
Mescialnaz "
j 4r R4liereekkmouneenkait has been made Zigi—
marriage ofirlas Diana
Parks, Spann, Lamb,
Anna'
.
rann
McClain,
daughter
of
Mrs. Lola Mae McClain and the late
Laura Farris, Glenda &Ili
DEAR ABBY: The b
_Isinuth, boy I like a ia has a re
for
Brady McClalri &Vila Kirkwood Drive, Murray, to Dickie
bauSig wild, but Tony really-is a men kid, Abby, petoe jest
Cynthia Hart, Melody Swift„--"-----jane.„ 242carvlitiL aw04. _.ftein ___
Mac Farley, son of 17ete Farley of 603 Chestnut Street, Murray,
'don't understaod him. Tony was thrown out of tichotil.for
Mrs. Verna Mae Farley of Paducah- - --Judy Scribner, Martha Andrus
---,,,-IiisfaingAi aubeUtiate-taaehar ill tha.Leafeteria. But the. lc* .1
Rev.G. H. Tickenon officiated at the double ring ceremony read
Diana Myers, Edna Bogard,
who saw it said she was trying to stick a flower in his hair'-.,
Marilyn' Vtalker; • --- Patsy, on Wednesday, December 29, at two-forty-five o'clock in the af[His hair is quite long.)
• ternoon at Metropolis, Ill. Their attendants were Miss Sheila
Tony's parents came to school and caused a big stink so
Woodall,Pam Robinson. Kathy
Latimer adn Barry Thomas.
be_U_ back in school on "trial" now, but say folks forbid me
Sykes, Jo Hale and Miss Phyllis
The bride is a senior at Murray High School, a student at the
to have anything to do with him. They won't even let
Sykes,
• - Ezell Beauty School, and also employed at the Murray Drive-In
o him on the phone. Abby, please help me Convince my
A pledge ceremony will be Theatre.The groom is a 1970 graduate of Murray High School and- - folks that 'I'ony has learhed his lesson and will not do anyis now working with the Allison-Nesbitt Masonry Contractor's:
held at the Woodmen Hall on
thing wrong in the future.
TONY'S GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Farley are residing at 603 Chestnut Street,
January 25 at 7:00 p.m.
DEAR
GIRL:
People
are
judged
no their past performMurray.
ance-sot on their future Intentions. Tell Tony to start buildlag a record of good behavior if be wants to see you.

s Dentht Is-- Petite, Feminine
'And Happy_ about her Profession
JOY STILtla
AP Newsfeatares Wirts•
NEW YORK ,(AP)
Petite and perky,.- blonde
and beautiful, fragile and
feminine are adjectives not
generally applied to the family
dentist. But they accurately describe Dr. Sheva Rapoport,
president-elect of the American
Association of Women Dentists.
• And add another one - entkosiastic, especially about
dentistry as a profession for
women.
"It doesn't take muscles to
be a dentist." says Dr. Rapoportswho is 5-feet 4 andweighs--115 pounds. "I remember back
in my dental school days when
my patient would be a big,
strapping football star and the
audience would move in closer
and wait to see me struggle to
extract a tooth. What fun it was
to show them that it only requires a little technique."
The Allentown, Pa.,'dentist.
wife of a lawyer and mother of
two young children, is dismayed by the small percentage
of women dentists in this country - only about 1,300 out of the
more than 100,000 practicing today
We come out to about 1.3
per cent, compared to about 14
per cent women physiCiaps."
she points out.'the proportion is
declining, she adds, particularly in her own specialty of periodontics, or treatment of the
gums and bofly structure which
supports the teeth. But she sees
a reversal of the trend in the
higher incidence of women
starting dental school this year.
"We've been doing more to
show women that dentistry is
available as a profession We're
getting away from- the notion
that Men can be dentists, worn-,
en dental hygienists. What is

RAGSDALE GIRL
Mr. and Mn. Laity Thomas
Ragsdale, 115 South 12th Street,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby girl, Jennifer Holly,
weightng seven pounds six
ounces, born on Thursday,
December 30,at 2:26 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is a atudent at
Murray State University, and
employed at the Murray
Division of the Tappan Com- pany.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. James Albert Ragsdale of
Murray Route Three and Mr.
and M1%. DT.'Muddy/ fium;
phreys of Murray.
Great grandparents ate Mr.
and Mrs. Golden Ragsdale and
— -MMISITliffirfilberrektruthif• l'ifurray„ Route .. Three, Mrs.
Ethel Humphreys and Mr. and
Mrs. J.W. Coleman, all of
Murray. -

Mr. and Mrs. Joe G. Dunn of
the Kirksey community were
entertaine0 with a surprise
hucheopbektattheVillage Inn,
Gilbertsvillt—at noon on--- _
Wednesday, December 29, in
celebration of their golden
Wedding anniversary.
7
The hosts and hos
the special occasion were
daughter, 'Mrs. Charleirk (Mildred) Thomas and 11r.
Thomas,and Mr. Dunn's sister,
Mrs. Giles W. Vincent and Mr.
Vincent.
Mr. and Mrs. Dunn were_
married December 31, 1921, in
-Paducah. Mrs. Dunn,
the____
former Jessie Gardner, is the
' daughter of the late James
Cephus Gardner and Amanda
'Pace Gardner of Hardin. Mr.
• Dunn, a retired farmer, is the
son of the late R. Simmons
Dunn and Cornelia Lyles Dunn
of the Brewers community.
....They have one daughter, Mrs.
Charles A. Thomas, and- three .
grandsons of Springfield, Ohio.
The tables were decorated • -with holly
and fed candles
individual fevers of red and
gold. A daraeitiered wedding
cake was served after the
lancheon. ,
Covers were laid for Mr. andMrs. Dunn, Miss Kate Gardner,
Pete Gardner, Mrs. Henry
-Gardner, .Gress Gardner,
Hardin; Mrs. Lillie Chambers
ot Murray; Mr. and Mrs.
Mahlon Darrington of Lynn
Grove; - M and Mrs.
Reeves,Mr.and Mrs. Benjamin
B. Kelly, Mr. and Mrs. Owen
Weathers, and Reed Weathers,
Louisville; Mr. and Mrs.
William Thomas Vincent II, .
William Thomas Vincent III,
Hartford; Mr. and Mrs. Giles
W. VinctinklSrernen,
,
i Mr. and
Mrs. Charles A. `Norms and
sons, Joe, John, and Jeffrey, of
Springfield, Ohio.
Mrs. Carlisle B. Barnes of
Bowling Green, sister of Mr.
Dunn, was unable to be present
for the special occasion.

DEAR ABBY: I am a 28-yearold MAW -Unmarried. I
know I sometimes make those around me uncomfortable became I am so compulsive about order, perfection, and
cleanliness. For instance, the money In my wallet must be
arranged with the larger 'bilk en one -side-, progressing to
the smaller ones. The suits in my closet must all be facing
In the same direction, and my shoes have to line up perfectly. I will spend half an hour crawling around on my bathroom floor, looking for lint alai hair you would need a
magnifying glass to find.
`•
I would like to get married, but I always find something
wrong with the girl Do you think perhaps the reason no girl
can qualify Is. became deep down I am'/afraid a wife and
family may clutter up my otherwise orderly'life? Please tell
me if you think my problem is serious enough to consult a
psychiatrist!
NEAT AND ORDERLY
DEAR NEAT: If anyone asks it be should get professiosal help, I always vote yes. Better to seek It and net need it.
thee to need it and not seek It.
What's year problem' Yee% st better If you gee It elf
par Amt. Write to ABBY, ilea we Los Angeles, Cal.
NM. For a personal reply sedum stamped. addreseed
mavaiipe.

FAMILY FUN - Dr. Sheva Rapoport, president-elect of the
American Association of Women Dentists, enjoys a laugh in the
operating room of her dental office with her two children, Dana,
left and Jed.
important is your Motivation, has led 4e-some amusing reacThe Women's Society of
not your sex. You either make tions in first-time patients who
the effort and develop tech- had assumed she was a college Christian Service of the first
niques to get you there or you girl working as a dentalassist- United Methodist Church will
meet at ten a.m. in Hale
won't get there. If you have the ant.
motivation and the qualiIt was while doing just that in Chapel. The executive comfications- there's no reason you high school that she deciditi to mittee will meet at nine a.m. in
can't sucimed."
become a dentist. Though she the church parlor and a coffee
These qualifications include was .one of two women in a hour will be at 9:30 a.m.
liking to work with your hands, class ort2tra-Tenaple Universishe explains, and here she ty School of Dintarlirantone7------The--demia-Ludwid,4gcle of
thinks a woman has an ad- she recalls- that her fellow .ststs the First Presbyterian Chur
vantage over a man. "I some- dents "as a whole treated us will meet at the home of Mrs.
times wonder how a man ever more than equal. They didn't Otis McNelis at 1:30 p.m.
gets his finger in some patients' put us on pedestals. didn't carry
mouths," she said, exhibiting -our heavy instrument cases II
Murray Assembly No. 19
her own small hands. ••A wom- would have liked itc but were Order of the Rainbow
for Girls
an's temperament is better, very kind to us .'•
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
too. I think we can sympathize • Dr. Rapoport runs a homemore -and We havg. more pa- .office combination, and if the seven p.m.
housekeeper or sitter falls ,to
tience.
The Murray TOPS Club will
"You have to like people." show up there's no problem
Jed, 6. and meet at the Health Center at
she continues. "lf you can't The children
communicate, forget it. You Dana. 4 -- know she is handy seven p.m.
deal with a different person in and they can come down to the
the chair every half hour and office if they need her. She adGroup I of the CWF of the
you have to. change person: justs the schedule of her fullOl
alities with every patient who time practice to give her more First Christian Church
conies into the room. Qne is all time with the family, taking meet with Mrs. Henry Holton at
business and wants me to get in twO cia.S Off and woriting two ten *.m. The program and
and get the Work done, and the nights instead, when her hus- worship will be by Mrs. Wayne
Sheeks.
next one is petrified and I have band takes over
to reassure him. At the end of
the day I'm more tired..irorri.
Group II of the CWF of the
Try- tripe
'psychologizing' than from any
First Christian Church will
of the physical aspects of the
meet with Mrs. Ruth Clopton at
lino often .do you serve
work."
two p.m. Mrs,Rif. Robbins and
"tripe?"
Not
Olen,
probaDr Rapoport is concerned
Mrs. Lassie Pickard will give
with educating peop%e. on the bly but.._it, consists of the
plain or smMirr- hump- from
the lemon and Mrs. Gladys
importance.of dental care On
Fairies the &*0110f1.---'
behalf of the Lehigh County the first beef stomach, the
Dental Soriety she talks- at honeycombed lining from
schools and before various the second stomach You
v
groups, utilizing flints and porn- can buy tripe part
ets supplied by Crest Profes- cooked, pickled, ov camied
sinhal Services .
"Today we're taking the dentist out of the repairman's cor- The Kappa Department of the
ner • and puttiogs,hins,.inte..the.
- Murray - -Woman's - Clob will
prevention field, where he realmeet at the club house at 7:30
S.pellding
.1
reasonable
ly belongs." says Dr. Rapoport.
amount
do'es not
p.m. with Dr. Frank Kodman
who has been in practice-tor 10
automatically lead to welland Mrs. Harold McReynolds
--tratarieweel,4 Heir rt--Ve--------agrapeehey gum*. ISsaksam.
Not only doe7sVireiiirsTivi
nets' of diflerent kinds of
the dazzling smile readily 'adwill be
Mesdames Charles
road.. will .supply the numit to being 34. but she almost
Thomas,Rex Thompson'James
trients
g#4with
needed
-Nir
has, to inowst an it since she,
Sullivan, -Jaws Stabler:, and
and good health
looks much younger, a feel that
Dan Shipley.

Wednesday, Januars
The Baptist Women 4 Flmt
Baptist Church will meet at the
church at seven.
The Cherry Corner Baptist
Church Baptist Young Women
will meet at the church at seven
p.m.
The Faxon Mothers Club will
meet atthe Faxon School at 1:45

p.m. .
AdagrThe

Maim Board of
Methodist
United
Church will have its regular
dinner meeting at 6:30 p.m. at
the church.

The bridge session jor the
women of the Oaks tCountry
Club will be held at 9:30 a.m. at
the club with Jerri Andersen,
phone 753-7932, as hostess.
The Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge -Club will meet at
Gleason Hall, St. Lee's Catholic
Church, at seven p.m.

Miss -Rita Callais
, Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Harris of Murrar announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their youngest
daughter, Rita Carol, to Jimmy Yokley Strand, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Crandal Stroud of Paducah.
The.bride-to-be i&a 1970 graduate of Murray High School and
.. attended Murray $tate university. She is the granddaughter of
and Mrs. B. K. l'revathan of Murray, and Mrs. Attie Harris
the late Rev. Alfred Harris,also of Murray.
The.groom-elect is a 1967 graduate of Paducah Tilghman High
School. He attended Paducah Community College for two years
and also Murray State University. Mr. Stroud is the grandson of
Mrs. Emma Yokley arid the late Coy Burton Yokley of WinstonSalem, North Carolina His paternal grandparents were the late
Mr. and ram Ed Crandal Stroud of Almo.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, March 4, at seven
o'clock in the evening at the First Baptist Church. All Mends and
relatives are invited.

Julio. Champion Is Mild Mannered
ilysletidES F DGNORUE .
Associated Press-Writer .
BOSTON
- Meeting the U.S. women's judo
champion is like meeting
a cobra. You think, one false
move and - WHAM - judo
chop to the neck.
"I'm not like that at all."
said Jean Fielding, 23. of
Somerville. "I'm a very peaceful and loving person,and that's
how I like to be presented."
By day. Miss Fielding is indeed mild mannered; and softvoiced.
It is in the evenings and on
weekends that. like a comic
Strip character, she changes
into a costume and becomes
Supersiontan --a graceful athlete who, is women's grand
champion of the U.S. Judo Association.
• Judo -is a sport not a form
of fighting or something a woman should learn for.. self-defense.- Miss Fielding said. "If
she learns it for self-def e.
she may use it an inappropriate,
time. For instance,she may use
it on a friend who is just being
fresh And he won't be her
friend any more.
•Judo gives, you self-confidence. But most of all. I think
it makes you chinseious of how
dangerous people can be. especially men. That consciousness
keeps you out of trouble by
keeping you out of dangerous
situations.
"After all, men.. are bigger
and stronger
- They--can.
throw you around very easily.
WhellyOu work out with men as
do you iealize that a woman
half no defense- against them.
except e,vaslOn "
Miss Fielding's training is
saartan She practices at the
Northeast Judo flub in Somerville at least 15 haw, a week
and keeps in shape With exercise. wind sprints and a lungcracking two-mile run three
times a week
Women judo athletes corn-

pete much like.gymnasta.-They
work in pairs, performing a
stylized set of 30 throws and are
it'd Jed on beauty of movement,
correctness of execution, graceand poise.
"I live for judo," Miss Fielding said, and such tete1 dedication leaves little time for a
social life. "A Man doesn't understand when he calls 'for a
date and I tell him I have-to go
practice judo instead," she
said. "The solution is to date
Judo players."

Lt. and Mrs. Samuel A.
Jeseenel Enid,Oklahoma,have
returned home after spending
the holidays with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Budl Stalls.
Mrs. Hillred Sharpe has
returned home after visiting her
daughter, Mrs. W. T. Downey
and Mr. Downey, and her son,
John S. McBride and Mrs.
McBride of Louisville. She_also
attended the wedding of her
step grandson, David Nichols
while there.
Mrs. -Ella Mathis Of Murray,
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
James B.Galloway of Murray
had been a patient at the Western Baptist Hospital,
Pidifeet.- ------..
_

The Coldwater Methodist
Youth Fellowship met at the •
church for the
December
meeting.
A Christmas program was
given by Terry Clark, Joe
Smith, Kevin Lamb, Kathie
Broach, Kerry Lamb, and Don
Wilson.
Tarruny Locke read the story
of the birth of Christ from St.
Enke with the prayer led by
Rev. Jim Griffith, pastor.
- Following the program and
business, a Christmas party
was enjoyed with refreshments
being served' by Mrs. Roy
Clark; and the counselors, Mrs.
Jerry Falwell _apt!
Broach.
Officers elected for the new
year . are Bob Hargrove,
president; Jill Falwell, vice-president;
Terry
Clark,
secretary; Kevin Lamb,
treasurer; Joel Smith and Don
Wilson, game committee;
-Kathie Broach, reporter.
Others present were Peggy Rogers, Timmy Falwell, -Don
__Hargaiye,:and Trisha Clark.

Polynesian Chicken
TAFFETA'S BACK

It vou will be only two to four
- Taffeta's back both for the
for the holiday feast. enjoy
evening oet on the town in sultry
chicken with f!olyneians stuffing Combine bread stuffing mix
black with rows of ruffles Or for
the stay at home hostess in
ontrt slivered almonds, canned
plaids With puffed sleeves.
pineapple,c,inks icut up' and
several shakes of soy lire I'sC 'sashed with a bl how and
pineapple Arup for part of the
topped with a stik,organza blouse to give the country-ptl look
liquid (Ailed lemon the stuffing
label

Wayne attheyouthpraym
' Perrin will be _4
*
thing

4+
4+

NOW IN PROGRESS
- Bar
The Town and Country
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Don Fuqua.
501 North 16th Street, at 7:30
p.m.
--The Garden Department of
the Miiiity" Woman's Club will
meet ,,at 1:30 p.m. at ,the club
house with Dr. Alice Koenecke
as the guest speaker on "lierb
will--heMesdame, Hilth Houston,
Dewey Ragsdale, Clifton Jones,
and Greene LL

ria41S"—

it s200

+IC:Tess 8, CaStai

4+
4+
4.
+}
4+
4+

G iris
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JACKETS 1 KNEE SOCKS
$500

'

4+
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l
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Other Bargains Too Numerous To Mention!
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Bennie Purcell. "Yins• St'' I Pal! II
-- ... ,
' ,
knew the other fella' was going
•
leliS -to win, but he was a little bit
shocked."
a
In the Kentucky State High
f
$
,,
SChool Tournament last spring, ..,,a ..•
.
.,-_ ...,,„-- .......
„ - Mel came up against a player
•
was
ticks
batlle
Knicks-Bu
The
•:.
By BERT ROSENTHAL
.......
• his father had just recruited
game.
NBA
only
N-of
night
's
the
Associated Press Sports Writer
goy
•••••
,mil
1111111pI1"
for the Murray State team. The
In the lone American BasketNEW YORK ( AP ) - Walt
PurCelLhowed
6-3,
6-3.
younger
Dallas
Association
contest,
ball
'
Istisort i
But Mel played him real -Frazier, a neutral observer, be- overcame a 15-point deficit and
heves the Milwaukee Bucks,
iie.t," baths his father. -••
behind
102-101
fending
champions
of-the
Na--edged.
Indiana
...
Twice victorious in- his age
tional Basketball Association, Donnie Freeman's 21 points:
flonW 01_4111--Sauthera °es
"
better than the Los Angeles Roger Brown led the Pacerk
Tommiiisseike finalist %WOW' re
the lealue's hottest with'27----'
M the Orange Bowl tennis hint' steam- skth -3.1 cogiali
utive-Ark-,-- -rt.sazieL____AtarlaL. ney, a semifinalist in the. junior ,,,_,__.
y
against Milwaukee, hitting
nationals, Mel understandably ""1,7'
I'll take the Bucks," said orie of seven field goal attempts
.__ .._. ...
had his eye on future glOry.
F • Monday • ht after he in the first half, It was n°'
-It's a long way off," be says
hard er
the New York coincidence that the Knicks fell
,
The Kentucky State _Senate
in surprisingly mature.fashion _ sparked
in the first period
mucks to a 101-99 comeback behind 24-95346
. ___._.
at halftime.
for a 12,year-old,''InitifIet..
.
and trailed
victory over _
m a natry to geta _ .. . , Milwaukee
good enough
Frazier tallied nine points in
.
_,
,„.,
tionaisy
teievisea
game.
That tballengeisse
,
-"Therwen ths4itle-last sea. the third quarter: but the
bracket, and the accoznpanying Achool."
_ .- '. 'continued - Use veteran Knicks still trailed/7-72 at-the
stronger competition. "I doubt --- Someone mentions UCLA and san
'
'
guard,
"and the Lakers have a- -" ' the,itetip4„./11the
(Ap)
, _ Joe he'll corapete any more in the Use youngster responds on cue.
- NEw . yo
-final Period, he scored 16
record," a refere
-bad
track
LIssedisthey tbe Kentucky cob. Lilyear_sold division," says -"Yeah," he bubbles, '`I•kind-el to 4-,,.. 4,___eies, playoff. per. points, including the xincitsi
thought
about
going_there
'
,
7
,
4
..,
"4"6
Mers
fatherL
a
member
of
the
have
_
last 13 and the basket that
,. lets ad_ LaDell Anderson of
-sin
t years.
- th
/
titah stars were officially NAIA 13ask, etball Hall of Fame. They play good tennis."
"I
don't
think
they
can
mainbroke
a
99-99
tie
with
three
see'
s
"Tennis is the onrY spirt I'm
Bennie Purcell has yeti° lose- tain their
•.,. named Tuesday as the eoaehe
.
t .s.ce,,i fit
- - onds remaining.
. -:_,,,,,,,,, ...,..r,n_,I.,„ _The winning field_gool. was
,
-for the American Baskethall really intended in, says the to his youngest son on the ten- ..,--.rA_,_
y
.
ounger
Purcell.,-1SI
do
look-krnis
court-"It'll
be
hard
to
au
"'
"
"
1
""`
s'"
,`,"
'"`
the
only
tirne
the
Knicks
led
. Association AllI•Star game in
_ .__
slump,sooner or later.
.
_wiusi...X, the_hitieser sons- swallow when it happens"-but
" Iiiiiisville on Jan. 28.
At present, neither the La- and came after New York's
petition
potential
in
his
-'
great
he see
•
_
Mullaney, whose team has a
'"'
kers nor Frazier show any '71 lawn Urinaatted- the
commanding lead in the -EastPast perfarmances hint that offspring.
signs of stunping
Knicks,
ball away tram Milwaukee's
Ai
ern Division, . will coach the the'tiny Kentikkian may, in"It just depends on how, star ,,,..
,v, or more Oscar Robertson and Frazier
scored
East _chin while. Andenson will. deed, do well against old,er much tizne lie wants to spend,'
:,
'le_ . ,,,
bad retrieved it.
- •
II 0
,.., '''';*'"
,,,,,t,h,:n..,.^-tt,is
,-..
01! •• coach the West after leacling players. Tlis whippet forehand- .....iheArkg_Lvit____cell says. He notes Til'
4
- "''' 4-`-.----"-`
Bucks had one more chance.
the Stars to a runaway.lead in and sharp volleys carried him thine;that draw attention away
to Osellailiof tha 14-iind under froat-lbe- SaillenfigerY
eKar m Jabbar, who had
- _ that division.
game-high totals of 38 noting-- ---The Coaches of the teams division of tail summer's Ken- of practice, especially on Mur,•
,
and 72 rebounds, took a hook
leading each division by DeC. tucky state tournement, but he ray's cold winter days, and
lost
.to
Mark
Buehler
of
Whit
-Mentions
girls.
,
•
-*
•
•
-•
•
'shot, but the ball hit the rills31 automatically earns the allton. Purcell won the 12 and tin"They'll enter the picture,"
and bounded away as the final
star coaching honors.
.
_,,,.. , ...This is quite an borkor fax_t_Beilltrision.
'
'- •
- he laughs. "Mel's1dreadY gOt
Is,,,,,,,,,, ,.., e. .. , _buzzer sounded.
-'
•
--th-"--=--The
- '"
'
- 0-616",`
Then there was the towns- that birlibrinist
.
my first season in the league,
Milwatzireelbermathed--at the- - -,- - - _.
"But so far he's-been devoted
eh Pm Shull said he first officials, Ed Rush and Mike'
..
but with this team anything is ment at Murray last summer
thought someone was •Dialing
. - DiTomasso, claiming Jabbar
possible," said Mullaney, who when young- Purcell aPeued to playing tennis. He's always
and
his
leg at 1:30 Monday
mornmg was
- fouled.
'
'
spent the last two yers as the against the No. 1 player from wanted to come down there
w.en
.
But the Bucks' pro--'
n
a late-rught telenhone tests were
hdinnf thetaa Aligges-sakers Austin Peay State- university: Play- •- _ ._ . ,
to no avail.-es
"Mel has the potential to keep -caller identified himself
of the National Basektball As- 1•1*1 juniped ahead 3-0, but
President
Nixon.
• • the game and reallY- develop
eventuallY siiiiiimbed sa,6-2.
sociation.
Andersen, 42, is brgis find --,"ft was hind of funny." re-- something". - voice,
-11
. starled
Salithi
ng the
but in only
a fewkseconds
season of coaching pro basket.
.
.
knew it was the PresideM,"
411 after th olitstanding, 10- p
yithr college coiching career at U
• 21-511.
t - . - -Dolphin
•"•
-gilid‘
Nixon
WM -tallinehe
•
Utah State.
•
coach to congratulate him on
A
just very excited to be
Miami's 21-0 shutout of the Bal- Well A
.
.
in the Edi-star game'
"said An
'
tunore
Colts Sunday for the
dersen. "I've been very happy
•
American Football Conference
By DENNE H. FREEMAN
that everything has fallen into
- --..
Associated Press Sports Writer,
place sa quickly with the BY THE AssoclATED PBBBS' 1964-5. No team has ever won chamPimishiP•
• •
And
the
President,
"The
who
Big
once
Eight
JeAbe
Duane
DALLAS
(AP)
toughthree
in
a
row.
Siiirs,7est conference ... no contest,"
Alabama collected 674 points Played end for Whittier (Calif. Thomas yanked his jersey off
ABA
crowed Nebraska's All-Amen- to nose out'Penn State for the College, wanted to offer a few in the dressing room and lookEast Division
can middle guard, Rich Glover, fourth spot in the poll. The Nit- tips about the Dolphins' next ed his questioner square in the
W. L. Pct. G.B._after the Cornhusiters demo- tany Lions, 30-6 victors over opponent-the Dallas Cowboys eye: "Man, don't ever try to inKentucky .. , 30 9 .769 tbshed Alabama 38-6 in the Or- Texas in the cotton Bowl, in the Super Bowl Jan. 16.
terview me after a game."
Virginia
jumped from iuth to fifth with
"He alerted me that the Cow25 15 .625 5;4 ange Bowl New Year's night.
This was after Thomas had
Floridians
boys were a great football scored a touchdown on a two18 20 .462 12
And the nationwide panel of 666 points.
,
New York
16 23 .410 14
sports writers and broadcasters
ss
•
Michigan dropped from team, but the President said he yard run Sunday to help Dallas
Pittsburgh
tive,
17 25 .406 14% who- vote in The Associated fourth to sixth with 479 point, thought the quick slant pass to to 'a 14-3 National Conference
Carolina
13 28 .317 18
Press' weekly college football after losing to Stanford 13-12 in Paul Warfield-'woulii go against title victory over San Fran'
West Division
poll apparently agree, because the Rose Bowl. Georgia, 7_3 vie_ Dallas," recalled Shula, who cisevtah
20 10 .744 they voted Big Eight teams to tors over North Carolina in the was up and about at that hour
This is the way it has beep
23 18 .561 7
the top three places in the final Gator Bowl, took seventh place watching a replay of the win since Thomas rejoined the
.
zLe
pirns
over Baltimore.
16 21 .432 12
poll of the 1971 college season. .with 471 votes.
team after a stormy dispute
•
•
16 23 .410 13
'He also warned that Dallas with management over money
Nebraska, of course, took the
Rounding out the Top Ten
Dallas
•:
_
16 26 .381 14102 top spot, garnering all 55 first- we No.-8 Arizona state, 45_38 had a pretty fair coach in Tom that ran well into the regular
.
Monday's Resuft
•
place votes for a perfect score winners-over Florida State in Landry."
Aeon.
.&Alas 102, Indiana 101
Shula said that Nixon reportof 1,100 points. Nebraska's rout the Fiesta Bowl, 414 points; No.
"We've,come to accept him
Only game scheduled
of previously unbeaten Ala- 9 Tennessee, 14-13 victors over ed he would be unable to attend as he is," says-Coaeh Tom Lan,
Tuesday's Games
bama completed a 13-0 season Arkansas in the Jiherty Bowl, the Super Bowl game in New dry.
Virginia at Floridians
for Coach Bob Devaney's Corn- 379 points, and No. 10 stanford, Orleans.
Landry went to great lengths
Carolina pt Pittsburgh
huskers.
Rose Bowl champions, 347
Nixon Monday -to explain Thomas' atThe
coach
and
Dolphin
Kentucky at Denver
Oklahoma, 11-1 with the only points.
are getting to be bosom tele_ titude to reporters but admitted
_Indiana at Dallas
loss coming at the ha
Despite trouncing Iowa State phone buddies. The President "I don't know if I can enlighten
':Utah at Memphis
Nebraska 35:31 lifetime
35_15-sti---m- •sun Bowl; Lout_ phontd sunithe piev toils weer
"
• , ____ __
_
Wednesday's Games
choice
.
Landry said, He is a unique
climb
after
Miami
nipped
Kansas
was
a
unanimous
!alma
State
could
not
Day'
- .
.
• Carolina at New York
for the runner-up spot with 990 above Ilth place, while Auburn City 27-24 in the longest game person. His sole object is to be
the
at Utah
points after whipping , Au. is ..
.
'''-''
. to 12th after being in National Football League prepared to play football. He
'
.iiily games scheduled
40-22 in the Sugar Bowl.
doesn't
own
way.
He
his
does
it
by Oklahoma In the history-82 minutes and 40 sec,,
.
A third Big Eightteam;-eolos- sugar :. - ----- ----- -----like any diatractions. At meet.
.
ands. --- --•
•
Notro,Dame„tamed,the 13th
rado, captured third placewith
trio he says Maybe two words:
746 Votes after defeating Hous- spot followed b unbeaten To.
He seldom is not ready to play
.
ton 29-17 in the Astro-Blue- led°, Mississipypi, Arkansas,
:- '.1te listens - he d9,sn'l
..
bbnnet Bowl. Colorado's only Houston, Texas, Washington
..
InanY
__. _ ,
open
cluestims."
now
and
are
and
southern
cidifornia.
defeats
in
a
10-2
season
were
to
•
\
from a man
comes
Ibis
• ••
NeNbiosiskcoanafenrdenOceklahohamcis.
.
.
called "a plastic man
Thomas
Or business at our new
ever
man at all" in'a July
The Top Twenty teams, with
swept the top two spots in the
'
location
*
season
records
and
total
points.
., .
poll, butthe Big ight...went 1-2.
'Thomas
acts
said,
Landry
20Points.
tabulated
on
bests
of
it
LEXINGTON, Ky. (--AR)- as if he is not part of the team
3.
. s
7th & Maple
University of Kentucky basket- but he is part of the team. The
- It was the second consecutive 18-16-14-1240;94 etc.
ipm,loo
none' championship- for I. Ne"."1"1
11_1
990 ball coach Adolph Rupp says he team has to understand him
(Next to Parker Fllid).-jse-ha
Nebraska, a team which has 2. Oklahoma
.
••
.
3.
Colorado
10-2
746 expects_ Florida, Georgia, and I, believe they do. We've
won its last V autings and has
Mississippi and Mississippi
od him why . be
.
11-1
674
,
.
gone 32 games without a loss. 45i Alahaniate
'doesn't lk to reporters or sign
11-1
666
'''''''
t°
gm
'
the
main
°P"
position so Southeastern ConNebraska is only the sixth
6. .... _ 1.41
autographs."
11-1 479 --ancnigan
'
•
.
.
squad to win consecutive
ferenee preseason
rk...„vorites
"The team wants to under7.
Georgia
11-1
471
crowrir. The others were Min11-1 414 Kentucky and Tennessee this stand him," Landry added.
8. Arizona St
nesotain 1940-1, Army in 1944-5, 9
,
Landry said he talks to
Tennessee
10-2 319 season.
- .1
1 homes a lot "about every10. Stanford
9-3'347
"Why, it's an entirely new
home in 1955-6 and Alabartui in
11 ISU
9-3 324 picture," the Wildcat coach thing."•
Thomas didn't have a
-12. Auburn
'
9-2 282 since' 1930 said Monday. 'tie said
13. Notre Dame
8-2 164 "Teams you never heard about '
L
-art,
Icular
...._ IY B°°d'
dlitY agathat
because "none of the,
'
14. Toledo
- .,, ,
'
`"°
12-0 128 before are making noises."
• _
.
,
t16•
61-1-ock. €1-__,-. ....
had
a
godd,
game ex•
15. Mississippi
10-2 104
Kentucky will set out for its 'ffense.
Walt Garrison. Thoinat
...
el)
'• •for
16. Arkansas
84-1 la fifth straight SEC title and 27th'
..
N.#--who uses
17. H9uston
•
9-3
&Zit* Rtippl terra:re-Saturday ,is1.11jelwif runner
-2.-s,
-_
tremenuousiy.
n s bloc
TUXEDO RENTAL
18. Texas
1-3 31 nightat Mississippi.
blocking
wasn't there
i
19. Washington
8-3 , 15
'
,..
.
6_44
9
Rupp
said
he
is
nut
-sure
trying
and
he
was
to
find
a
7
' by
'20. USC
-whether
,senior
forward:guard
hole.
be
hasan
When
opening
--s,
•
, Others receiving votes, listed
,
____
- - •-•"--:Beaton. .conege, Kent Hollen.bedi_WiLsintue for- heiskily_h_teds forthe goal.
arphabitTe--__.•
•
s---Florida State, Iowa State, the garne. Hollenbeck, who has' "While he's- iiiiifiiiii, for'the
,:s
:1;" •
it
North Carolina, Northwestern, not played this season due to a blocking, it' looks like •fie jsal
•
.
series of lkokehfoot bones, has doing' anything. -BUTliv'feally
- 1___
•
Ohio State. returned to practice.
.• can run." .
'
- ''
-.....
...........
CwiiiliA Alccesoorom ........s
----91t
.. flat
. Tilirlit Ctilrn
....
ow moueswami .
The New yoix, Kett apd g 1,
17
:
1y
W
1411
S
et
--Mlidy
tiugaelit
eada
"
e-- • ........___ . --.
Louis Cardinals will open their wi said Rupp. alie scrim- r.,,,,,er got la the &imp Bowl.
-2
batebail
exbitation
.
sisisiiii,
on
malted
here
Saturday
and
my'
..,
,ain
ii'•zt him.
.
'
________fii4
-_
Saturday, *arch 11 ia St. Pr. •er got a basket-not one out of
In his mysterious' Wayi.
1 - , 10 or 12 shots.
-tersburg
maybe he. Was right.
---BILL wiNTER - By BILL
Associnsint press sports Writer
ssuRRAy,Ky.(Ap)_if girls
dorist-ges-m-she-way, mei pur_
celi is going 10 have quite a
racket some day.
Tennis racket, that is.
The pint-size 12-year-old son
Of former Murray State College
basketball star and present tennis coach,. Bennie , Purcell, is
the best tennis player for his
age Kentucky • ever has pro- ducet-----:- _
His vietary_iniaatireckvin_
gles competition of the Sugar
Bowl Tournament in New Or-

Stars' Coaches
Nameirlo He
-,..stars
ivut
-, im

leans, solidified his i 00-,1' , •
the No. 1 player in his division
on the southern tennis circuit,
and boistere7his claim to the
No. Tranking nationally in tbe
12 and under bracket. .
But age is creeping up, and
watch out for those girls.
"Yes, I do have a girl," Furcell says while savoring the
New Or-leans win,_the lakst of
his 63 troPhY-wiluilag court Per
formances. But I think I can
keen my interest is tennis. I
dorirgettirethifirrinning." ,
A new-thalrenife Is COnling UP
for the 4-foot-11, 95-pound athlete, who made his-way through
regional
lion and Into
the Ken
State High School
Te
ournament at the ten_evir_
to ofthe yo est

Over ,Lakers

_

age

---

_Counties:

non Phones
Miami Coach-

._

1

-

Thomas Battles
,
Teammates As
s Others

. . .
I
lover-flames
..
Big Esght_
As Toughest Conference

•"rin

,

_. ,

..211--Kentucll
General. Assembly -is-now in.session
at the State Capitol in Frankfort.

• and center Wil
_the_record-br
Lakers w
_to the West
We4 and
tog heroes in
tastic 31-gam
will be in
for the game
delphia.
behind ICaree
I'dihvantree
The start'
ing by spo
sportscasters
cities,,will be
of the Seat
Bob Love of
Guard
Milwaukee
Russell of
Warriors a
team.
- ---- The nine-coaches will
_ players inc
from Detroit
- find Portlan
have -at lea
tive. No m
picked since
111P. ry-roteitch team
The East
flounced W
This •
appearance
_
Just one sh
record 13.

Cairi

I areciate very much the privilege of representing you
-,
------our tate Senator-during. the next four Years.

Guard
Kentucky
erdsJiga
Dec.9 opera
diac.
The v
pected to
about a m
pain at all
good," Carr

The problems whiett-tuntroftrthe legislature-are' many.
Attempts to,solve these problems demand the' best from all
I 1
etever our political philosophy or party affiliation.'

As to Governor Wendell Ford's efforts to bear the
burdens and meet the responsibilities of our Chief Execu

:

PAGE FIVE

Hank Eg
ball coach
Academy.
BACKACH
HOW TO
IN 12 HO
if not pleased
drug counter.
KETS tabfets
and regulate
BACKACHE.

he deserves.a fair chance and a compassionate judg
_ment from every Kentuckian.

Approximately 1,200 bills will be In
and consid ered during this sixty-day legislative session. As I cast my
vote on each matter coming before the State Senate my
goal will be to reflect the thinking of the majority of the
84L_000
_ citizens living in these five counties which compose
First Senatorial District.
-'.

,
---ikerttikeky

,
rev.Moved

R upp

As your-voice-among. thirty' -eight__State_Senators I ask
that you contact -me as to your op:nions
i
c.o.ncerning the

.

•-sk
t. de.
Competition ti..no
Views

various.matters coming beforiTalor decision.
.
..
My Frankfort mailing address ts: P.O. Box 435 FrankfOrt,
Kentucky- 40601. My teleptRine -numbers th,re are: Area
Code -502, 227-2147 or :564-4552:A1st:1;J can be contacted
through my office in Mayfield.

OurrayMuffler
Senrice
- -----i., - 751-9999

Spri

I seek to-be YOUR State'Senator. Please let me hear
from your.

_

..

Sincerely

- ,ribe

--

We
the

eilltROLL'HUIBARD IRFirst_District:State_Senator

753 324

_

••••,•"'
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Chones Leads Marquette
NEW YORK (AP)- Guards
Jerry West and Gail Goodrich
and center Wilt Chamberlain of
the record-breaking Los Angeles Lakers were named Monday
to...the West team for the
•
tional_ Basketball Association's_
arid annual All-Star Game.
West and Goodrich, the scoring heroes in the Lakers' fantastic 31-game winning streak,..
will be in the starting line-up
for the game Jan. 18 at Philadelphia. Chamberlain will play
behind Kareem Jabbar of the
rainvankee -Bucks.
The starting forwards,in voting by sports writers Mid
sportscasters in the 11-NBA
cities will be Spencer Haywood
of the Seattle SuperSonics and
Bob Love of the Chicago Bulls.
Guard Oscar Robertson of
Milwaukee and forward Cazzie
Russell of the Golden State
Warriors also were voted to the
team.
The nine_ Western conference

By AMIE SACRA=
Associated Press Spans Writer
--At Marquette they -eon
Chones "Big Man'nitt-fer
good reason.
The 6-foot-11 Chones scored a
career-high 31 points and
grabbed 13 rebounds to lead
second-ranked Marquette 9-0,to
a 72-60 victory over arch-rival
Wisconsin.
"It was Jinuny's best game
ever-by a ton," raved Marquette Coach Al McGuire, appreciative of hi,s pivotman's
performance. "I think Jimmy's
off to the races now."-THOMAS ELECTED-Kenny Thomas, left, is beteg
Wisconsin Coach Jabst-Poweongratulated by Amerieaa Motorcycle Associate= assistant
less could only sweet,- .
referee Barney Barker, of Memphis, after Thomas was elected to
"Chones is the best big man
a two-year term as District Ten congressman at the annual
,in the country," Powless said
competition meeting of the association in Bowling Green January
flatly. "He figures to get 20 Or
2. Thomas will represent the states of Kentucky and Tennessee at ,.25
aga.inst anybody If he plays
the National Congress which will be held in Columbus, Ohio, hard:,
Represented at the distrICI-Meeting were 34 clubs from the two_ _powjess tiled iiicardhination
--_coaches will select six more states.
1.
-4-man-to-man and vane deferias,
players including Citeii
eid
- to no avail. _t_lba-defense we
from Detroit, Houston,
were playing was to try to disPortland. Each club
Phoenixajd must
allow or limit the pass to the
• - have at least one representahigh post, because Chones.can
five. No more L.akers can be
, just turn around and pop from
picked since there is a max- C
--I there." - ---.. ,,,,' -three- players-from
It didn:t work:- .'
' each team allowed.
L.hones hit ciff TfirilrftektThe East team
By KEN RAPPOPORT- Dominion during the tournik- Mt 1* an. i. „goal attempts, many ft= the
nounced Wednesday.
Associated Press Sports Writer ment-happy holiday week, • high post. And when everyboay
•
This willbe the 12th All-Star
Tournament triumtilis have moved up two spots to No. 5 ganged Up on "Big Man," It
appearapee each for West, provided a bull market for - with 362 points.
left sophomore Marcus Wash-----eitamberleitt-and-43ohartsoo. Penn_ ancLintasville, pushing
After Penn and Louisville, ington free to drive the baseline
just one tiliTal-cl-toWtansy's their stock way op-in-the-col:
___EleaclillrattlxiCtlesetittrom his cornerpost-Washinglege basketball polls.
record 13.
No. 8 after winning the Inter
-------9op scored 191Or1tie game.
Penn, whiner- of the Kodak. .national City Classic; Vitiklia_
Two other members of the
Classic last week,lunged ahead was No. 9 lifter taiiing_t&L,Pals. Associated Press' ToMigen had
eight places to No. 6 and Louis- ji etto Classic and Ohio. StalLe4--to come from behind in the secville, a runaway victor in the
four spots - to 'Ille 15' - had half to win,
Holiday Festival, . also moved when beaten by UCLA in the
up- eight spate-to-No. 7.
Bruin. finals..._._.
-......-.........F. .,,
UCLA, meanwhile, continues
Southern Cal, whipped-in the By THE ASSOCIATED.Pazsr
in its familiar strongman role Kodak by Penn in the first
of No. 1 after winning its own round, skidded six spots to No.
EASTERN CONFERENCE
-Allende Division -al and both Maryland and Mar•t _LOUISVILLE,. Ky. (API-7-- -Bruin Classic.
. W. L.- Pet q.a.
Guard Darel Carrier of the, A nationwide panel of sports shall moved up four • spots to
Boston
27 14 .659 - writers
and
broadcasters
Nos.
al12
and
13,
respectively,
Kentucky Colonels began ex96 14 .641 1cispg-again Monday after his - lxiost made it unanimous, hand- Maryland won the Maryland In New York
Dec.9 operation for a ruptured ing the Bruins 41 first-place vitational and Marstuill lost by Philadelphia- --16 34- .400 leYr
votes. Marquette, which won two points to, Marquette in the Buffalo - --- 11 26 .297 14
diSc.
Central Division
'•
.The veteran guard is ex- .the Milwaukee Classic, got the Milwaukee.
*anti
other
tap
ballot
and
finValance/a,
which
_beat
South
Baltimbre
.'"
15 22 .405 in
rejoin
team
the
to
.Pected
15 24 .385 1----about a month. "There's no ished second in the voting, Carolina by a. point -.for the Civeland
14 25 .359 2
Quaker City Title, moved from Atlanta
pain at all and I feel real same as last week.
Cincinnati
10
27 .270 5
The
Bruins
collected
total
a
nowhere
No.
14.
to
.
......
good," Carrier saki.
Louisiana
WESTERN CONFERENCE
of 838 points to the Warriors'
Southwestern
ttr
Midwest Division
r
116,- shaving the top-ranked dropped two mita to No,.15 deHank Egañ is the hest basketMilwaukee
32 8 .800.team's
lead
from
48
last
spite
week.
whipping
Los
Angeles
ball coach at the Air Force
V 10 .730 2h.i
North Carolina, winner of the State; Hawaii climbed two to Chicago
Academy.
23 17 .575 9 r
Sugar . Bowl Tournament, No. 16 after winning the Rain- Phoenix
15 24 .365 16%
stepped up one place to No. 3 bow Classic and St. John's, Detroit
BACKACHE- PaCific Division
with 830 points. South Carolina, N.Y., dropped eight spots to
HOW TO EASE IT.
which lost the Quaker City Fes- No. 17 after losing in the finals Los Angeles 37 3 .925 IN 12 HOURS,
if not pleased, your atk back at any tival, moved bark one spot to
23 18 .561 14%
of the Maryland Invitational.
Seattle
drug counter. Take 3 GENTLE BUNo. 4 with 443.
KETS t•blets in one day to increase
• Brigham Young, which lost in Golden St • 20 19 .513 16%
and regulate paaaaaa and to EASE
14 26 .350 23
Indiana, champion of the Old the Old Dominion, slumped Houston
BACKACHE Now at Holland Drugco.
9 32 .220 28%
eight places to No. 18; Ken- Portland
tuCky fell sr:4M spots to-No.-19- -------- --- hialidaY's Result •
New York 101, Milwaukee 99
and Flprida State was No. 2e.
Only game scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Philadelphia at Detroit
-The top 20 with first place
Phoenix at Chicagovotes In parentheses, onahost-Buffalo vs. Golden State a+records through Sat day night Oakland
and total points onit basis of
,,,,Seattle at. Houston
20 for first, 18 for pond, 16,
New York at Milwaukee
14, 12, 10,1, & et
rough 15
Atlanta at Portland
places:
Only games scheduled

----

Penn
mb n Polls

of

West's Record Is -Better Than Team's

NEW YORK (API - If you
'think that the 31-game record
streak that Los Angeles hskput together in the NaNintint4inked- Via,-b.fl---Th otheaW gLNes- di:mai Basketball-Association
ing
throth
:7
:1;
5: with eight minutes to day -night;No. 15 SouthviCstern this 4M48gr_ is amazing, ©topsid;
go, ou
_ (Eds-Will stand as Kentucky
e Forest 174-- Louisiana outscOeed--McNeese er Jerry Weat's mark.
With West in the lineup, the college basketball roundup.)niin
register a seve
ticute
csaas
4 Antlan
74-84
5orn
fro6;n
ildn
and
9 Lakers are 35-0 this season. 100
b. f2.
Eb3r2on
DAYTON, Ohio ( AP)-ThornJerry missed five early season
conference victory at Wak
tle77-1161°s°
Dw
Ph
ighbF
i Ld
inma
Ron King scored 24 points to games and Without him, Lk ai More rallied from a 37-33
halftime deficit to defeat _
- Virginia, 1114, pulled ahead
help No. 20 Florida State to an went 2-3. Now that's amazing.
West is the No. 6 scorer in Wright State University of Ohio ' '
59-58 with 5:24 to go aria pair 88-70 triumph over Denver in
of free throws by Frank N
-W---- the first round of the Senior the league with a 25.4 average 76-61 here Monday.
The win eased Thomas
itt. Barri! Parldnll of-Virginia_ Bowl basketball tournament. In and is leading the NBA in asled, all scorers with 20,pointi the other first round pairing, sists with 9.5 per game accord- More's record over the .500
St. Louis- whipped- South Ala- ing to official league statistics -Mark-to 4-3 for the season. Kevin Timon and Ted Boltenhein
and
released today
addecranth
17.
-116- 62443CRI bama 78-61.
The statistics show Mil- had 19 points each for the Ken- •
No. 10 Ohio State, down by
Elsewhere, Wichita State waukee's Kareem Jabbarlead- tuckians.
seven with 12 ipinutes .to go,
edged Bradley 71-67. Dayton ing all scorers adth--The game was the only me '
outscoM"t
a-33.3per
- teighton 18-4 and
l
Went on to posta 94-76 victor - ups_et_tiouston 73-69, sophomore game average-elk points bet- involving a Kentucky Col*
_ _ ., _
Lloyd Betts seoredifkAiti-to
.. „
Ohio State Coach Fred Taylor, lead Cincinnati Oat-Drake 81- ter than .Chicagti's Bob Love. team Monday night.
Five games are -schedul was pleased with his team's 57- 78, Tulsa got 30 points from LA's Gail .Goodrich is third
I 4
tonight: Morehead will visit3
points scored in the second Steve Bracy and coasted Rat- with a 26.5 average.
State,
dims
Berea
will
be
a
also
In
Mbar
field
leads'
half. i
-f
---Trinity, Tex. 98-70 and Iowa,
__goal percentage with .587 ac- Centre, Cumberland will h "We4layed the other night tripped Kansas 81-68.
curacy while Baltimore's Jack Cumberland, Georgetown willil
and scored only .53 points the
Also,
64
Mary
scornikailarittoPs
Barnes
in free throw Per- play at Pikeville and Union_will•••
whole game," Taylor noted., referring to Fas -teann's 79-53 28 points and pulled down 21 eeMlge With. -889- Wilt Chain- entertain Tennessee Wesleyan.
Potinding - at the hands of top- rebounds as Providence _de- ber_talkei.................... the
CHICAGO'(AP) - The 39th
90.3
20.3 per
rated UCLA.'This will hefp all feated the Australian Nationals rebotuiders with
annual
College All-Star football
game
average. the kids to know we can bust 75-64, Vanderbilt spoiled the
game will be'played in Soldier
opening
loose."
of L°Maiana State'
s
Tallest man on Michigan Field July 28, the sponsoring ,
One kid who busted loose for new $11.5 million Assembly State's- freshman
basketlitill Chicago Tribune Charities Inc.
the Buckeyes was 64.guard Al._ Center by defeating the Tigers team Is 6-foot-9 Lin-cfsay
Hair: =minted hiondgy
811-73,
Itannle-Hogne
-end
John
sten
otpeirott.
lan___Hornygk._ whe_Jed.., all
The College All-Stars_that-scarers will 26 points. Hornyak 7r1Sëddpouflieadith '
Defenseman
Rolle of night will meet the winners of
scored 15 and reserxe. Jack -the-Jan.:16 Super Bowl game
Wolfe added 10 down • the.
between the Dallas Cowboys
and the Miami Dolphins. ,

Rejoin Tea M

Clip and Save with
TheSe Valuable Coupons
White Rain

Regular, Extra Hold & Unscented
Big K's Reg. 1119svith coupon
!t.

AP Poll

2. Marquette (1)
3. NO. Carolina
4. So. Catalina
5. Indiana- 4
6. Penn
7. Louisville
8. Long Beach St.
9. Virginia
10. Ohio State
11. USC
12. Maryland
13. Marshall
14:-Villanova
15. SW Louisiana
16. Hawaii
17. St. John's, NY .
18. }WU
19. Kentucky
20. Florida St.,

8-0 816
8-1 630
7-1 443
8-r NZ"
7-1 31
8-1 275
9-1 274
9-0 241
7-2 184
7-2 181
7-1 178
9-1 159
9-1 158•51 109
9-0108
8-2 93
8-2 81
'7-2 68
8-2 52

UPI Poll
NEW -YORK (UP.1)-The
United Press International top
20 college basketball teams with
first place votes and wonlost
records as of Jan. 1 in parentheses: fifth-week.
Team
____
Points
1. UCLA 301(8-0)
308
2. Marquette 1(8-0)
261,
3. North C.ar.( ) ,
2.re
4. South Car.(7-1)
142
5. Indiana (8-1)
82

- We in intiasu4 the size and quote
the full price before the job is done!

_EMurra y MacIT.i ne
and To 1 _
Industrial Road ,P

7. Penn.(7-1)
8. Lotig Beach St.(9-1)
9!Ohlo St.(74)
10. Maryland(8-1)
11. Southern Cal.(7-2)
12. Florida St.(8-2)
13,St:John's(8-2)
_qpt
r (
oi..9-6), • •
It.-( le) Ilanovarfl)
IS.
)Kentueky(6-2).
17.S.W. Louisiana(54)
18. Vreginra (9-0)
19. Missouri(104)
20. Brigham Young(ig)

79
3
38
49
46
41
29

20
It
18
11

Nyquil
15 oz. Plastic Bottle
With Dispenser
Big K's -Reg. $1.17
,
With Coupon

991

With

Detroit at Baltimore
Milwaukee at Cincinnati
Chicago at Philadelphia
Atlanta at Seattle
Los Angeles at Cleveland
Boston at Houston
Only games scheduled

.NEW YORK (AP)- Who is
the best one-on-one- player in
thelantional Basketball Association? Vitas is sponsoring a,
tournament among the NBA
players to find the answer to
that question, and is offering
$15,000 to the winner.
The finals will he held during
One game of-the-championship
round of the NBA playoffs in
May.
ATLANTA (AP).- ZoikiVer-,,
salles was notified by the -Atlanta Braves Monday he has
been assigned to the team's
AAA baseball affiliate at Richmond.
The veteran infielder played
66 games for the Braves last
season and hit .191, including
five home runs.

It)

Toothpaste,

Family Size
6.75 oz.
Big K's Reg. 2 for 1.97
With Coupon

3/97

Prell
Gillette Silver -

Anii-Perspirant
Giant 12 oz. Can
$1
Big K's
With Coupon

"

9.9 Weekdays •

Bottles

With Coupon

77

Denture Cleanser
60 Per Box Tabrefs 974
Big K's Reg $1.27

2 97;

7 oz. Bottle
Big K's Reg. 81.77

Right Guard

Alberto
V05
Hair ConditilTftillg and Dressing

F Herdent
CHATFANOOGA,Tenn.( AP)
- AltAtnericiin sainty Bobby
Majors Of Tennessee and former National Basketball Asso-'elation star Bailey Howell have
been fanned amateur and • pro
athletes of the year for 1971 by
the Tennessee Sports Hall of
Fame. •
_ .„.
•
-They will be honored at Mg
otginizatiOn's annul banquet
Feb. 11 in Nishville, along with
seven Inductees tia.: the - State •
Sports Hall of Fame. -

Super Size
1 Pittt, 8 oz. Bottle
Big It's Reg. $1.47
With Coupon

4

Bet-Air-Shopping Center

Phone 753-8777
Suadak - Acres of Free Parking!

oz. Tube
Reg. Or Blue
Big K's Reg. $.97
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Intership Helps Clear
Confusion For Students

Australia's 'lost tribe' clinging,to nørncidiclife
PeoPle

does not have to
tie/newts and totems beside ilLted mod and held ander a relatively .highly educated, and understand/tow to use his live-inside
a building if he does
Yuendumu. For him, the forehead band, and a heavy often having traveled to more pension check means a lot.
not wish to. There is no one to
“Jabandara is, I knows.q,ge
concept. of a city is totally "killer" boomerang in his Australian citiis and states
stop
It
took
him
a
long
going back to the bush_
happy
here.
Europestophim
of
their
'band,
most
Even
eontnIsta-shar*-tedb--:
t
han
comprehension.
beyond
DA RWIN, Australia - gLytieneDube
no advanced AboriginaLs countrymen, and
often time to settle down and realize as he sometimes does for short
FRANKFORT, Ky.-Talk_.to environmental law in law
has little to do the ire
d
of the prhwitwe
et "o close
possessing highly developed that no harm was going to cofne periods.
the majority of college students school. As an intern Elder hii-ltermants
"His tribal culture is still
. Etintuhu tribe of Australian with EaraPeans,and membirs dam.
perception of things European, to him. He has friends among
today, and you'll find much worked in the perrniphig see
are still wandering la othar-Pintabli
very
AherilinWas
much part of his life. He
he
is
naturally
other
tribes
and
traditional
tribal
their
of
despite
co)fusion about what having a tion of •the Division
Many of the Aboriginals at
Australia's vast Western of the Wailbri, WalPiri, Anprotected here at Yuendumu and other Pintubu still have the
college education means-how
Ytiendumu have received background.
"Jabandara is really more from the pressures of both the same place in their own society
its going to apply to their lives
European education and are
Contact
of Western civilization desert life he once led, and the and he commands a great deal
aware
Make
me
When
he
does
of
well-versed in the ways
and what they're going to do need in the ei,vlronmental
respect among ,younger
Europeans, it is generally modern Australian
themselves
after' field-ip both its technical awl civilizatian'
with
Government patrol officers with
AboriginalsbeCanse of kis age
where
settlemeM
store
the
at
like
Elder
said.
Some,
.
graduation.
legal aspects,"
believe there are between 20
and therefore his knowledge of
But for 15 Kentucity'College "And I've always had an in- and 25 Pintubu - perhaps two he goes to buy food. Wearing Nelson,
handira is amona his own sacred tribal matters."
-...-students_athobiutebeem_awas____Ieres14_nagglitsources." ,/unikei:Ossm- followingtheir baggy shorts, hishair matted trained
For some of the internsTile
from their ,eaimpuries for the
txaditional nomaTE lifi,>anig from one water hole to
past aej,ten months, this con- Lee Brumbaek, a junior at t
other and subsisting on little
fusion "dettsn't appear to exist. Cumberland College, the
.. „.4..tilfactmany of them claim to program ,, has served to ' e than lizards and yams.
..---"" have used this time to streiiiilbeirtrieV- Career plans. -Aboriginals at camps near• :=--sVroirktthen theil-ciireer plans, - "Thad always Wanted to work remote missions- and
form Surprising new ones and in government," said the-- dements near the Northern
Westernand
'discover themselves as persons. Cincinnati native, "and I have Territory
Australia
bard&
have
here-when
I
return
__ Over the past months these decided to
_ sighting smoke from the fires
students have been working in graduate!'"
Pintubu. Their existence
— _ sudiagencies as the Kentucky .- Bromhock,who worked th the of-the
betn confirmed by
also
has
Economic
Department
of
Crime Commission, Cornwho
of
several the 2att Pthttthu
mission on Children and Youth, Security, said he was lin- have
come in from the desert
. tag state departments of pressed, and surprised, by the
Natnral Reiources, Econoiniel efficiency In state merriment. - °vi
f
w4
r!
.i
eevioaso,
ttle'
Plii4
as ulb:uY7
er
'he'
• covered
And for Mrs. Sharma FerSecurity and Mental Health-as
, "interns" in Kentucky state man, a senior at Eastern there had 4nbeen speculMion -I
government. .
Kentucky University- interested about a "lost tribe"
ewhere,
The students have been in urban planning, the ex- in the Gibson or Western
participants in the'Frankfort focrience has provided her With Deserts near the intersection 01
-,-- Ad-miolistrative - Intern. technical training for her. the Seestern_Australia..SoutiL
'\Program, which has! provided future.
Australia and `'• Northern
•
MUST CLEAR TO MAKE ROOM FOR NEW
_ theta with seven months
She .worked in the Health Territory borders, but no one
,
SPRING NUMBERS!,
responsible state government Departinent'i -Division of was sure.
In 1954, Leneord &Men, a
work 'esperience.
Comprehensive Health Plan'
And the students actually ning with the primary surveyor working in the north
Values to
have worked. Their moon- responsibility of summarizing 'of. South. Australia on the
--"i sibilities have: ranged from health-related proposals for establishment of the Woomera
'Rocket Range, came across
compiling an information federal and state funding, '
bulletin on the Ohio River ',,my experience has been some,Pintubu tribesmen It
-was the first time they had seen
boundary dispute to designing a valuable to me for I've learned
state employee _ grievance a great deal about grant- -a European.
AU coats have fine tailoring with
It Was not until 1959 that the
procedure for the Perivinnel gmanship_how to write up a
warm milium lining.
first`of the Pintubu walked into
.
,.
said.
proposal,"
she
project
Beard.
settlement. Some of them
a
Their particular work ex; "Often the manner in which one went to Yuendumu, lap milesperience was designed to is written determines whether it northwest of Alice Springs
Priceqr
coincide with the students' will be furided."
34
'
6 , Sale
of
forced
out
Australia,
central
respective majors and career
In addition to working in state
desert after three yeses oUr
plans.
,gosertunent, the"students have the
drought.
severe
benefits
from
And moat claim
;--earned .16 hours- acsulansic
Otte of those to arrive at
Price$
the internship as a practical credit for attending *dal Yuendumu was Jabendara;
Vacation of their edumifion. courses at Kentucky Stete then 50years old. Late Most of
"The internship has Changed College, taught by Stitte - thePintubu, he was smaller.In-S1 7-14
my life a lot," Choi* Pithier, a government department heads. stature than the average
9•11.418
"saelPrice
Reg. 6.99 to 8.99
senior,
-College
Bellarmine
heads.,
Sexton,
who
Dr.
Robert
Aboriginal,Ile was naked and
-s
--adniittedk,L"Bafora-the-lirogranz--thestate'ainterhprealmisuY_____carned
with turn aIrtus worIctly_
Ladies Illisk Trim Fine
I had always wanted to go to law it has been designed not only to possessions - twospears, two
school and make money. Now, beneift the students but to boomerangs and a woomera
Girls
th doesn't matter to me.
*provide new ideas and fresh
wooden spear-launcher).
From outstanding selection
Reg. 59"
Reg. 79'
"I plan to return to the Mental outlooks to the state departToday, Jabandera still lives
warm tweeds and
at Yuendumu,which hes a total
Health Department to work ments involved.
,
and 69"
and 89"
with fur trims.
after graduation."
"And state government has population of about 900
PERMANENT PRESS FOR
trurtng the tnternship Fulner,- an opportunity to attract Aboriginals and abut
E-Z CARE
.
working in the department's qualified, young people on a Europeans. He 'feet-Ives if
of
pension
old-age
government
regional services division permanent basis," he said.
Reg. $2.99 SALE PRICE
The 'students were selected $70 a month, sufficient to buy
compiled the first history'Ofthe
$3
clothing
agency since its regional for the program on the basis of his food and
free.
PRICE
requirements.
Housing
is
$3.99
SALE
'Reg.
comprehensive care centers their- academic superiority and
,,,Jabandara, however, is far
opened in 1964.
leadership ability, Dr. Sexton
assimilated
Aes.$5.99 SALE PRICE gpU'
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Anyone Can Enter.

TUESDAY—JANUARY 4, 1973

mURRA1, KENTUCKY

THE LEDGER &

GIVEN

HoreTs'a challenge for you to testyour knowledge
of the Bible, oni-tO
_
m-ake'yeiu more fi amilioi with ifilii?ct. You an invited to use your BIbW
for reference and research before sending in your entry each week.

Oa thisPageIS deferent verses from the Holy Bible yrill be
-PrktiXTeVerfWdiittitflterebkii.-OMBraeaih eaeb terierwill
be Oven robe skewing the beak et the Bible tram!hick it Is
tOrgp, together with a line 'bowleg wRida a' range el 3
—caujimateigrerviseattrisrmerocirrariii Verse
illintber• •
•
TRAM car eedy IdeaUfy Me exact heath* et ONLY
• TUBE(3)vines ea thisr
partieipate in the award el
thvnYsomayeater
ftelt-duelordie
•
_eam•
*or.'
oarate and apart, and net related to a
week.
,aomittiag on this page the THUM 421 identified
-----91091101,,yos mad endless a statetnent of5 words or less,ill a
—seatesee beginning with akese ail words: RFAMIUG THE
BIBLE HELPS ME HECAUSE

Winners: You may receive
KUTItKURL

your Bibles by -appearing

BEAUTY SHOP

14""t'l at the_ business whose

ttleRwoy_atta
Central Stietannt Center
Mon—Sirloin Steak
Tuies--Ribeye Steak
Wed—Fried Chicken
ThursClub Steak
Fri—Sat—Sun
1-Bone Steak

advertisement carries your name

Entries for this week's awards ;Mist be
postmarked not later than FRIDAY midnight,
following the date on this particular contest.
Mail to: Bible Cominittee—Ledger & Times, P.O.
Box 32-Murray, Ky.-42M.

Holy BN
co.% cocs4.9rt

•

THE THOUGHT YOU CONVEY IN THIS SENTENCE IS
ATETERMING FACTOR IN MAKING THE AWARDS
_ TO EACH PARTICIPANT.

.

ENTER NOW

MIKE THOMAS
Route 6, Box 101
Murray, Kentucky

The name of each winner will be printed below
of—the-arivertisernedis-%appertring
page, next week. The winners may receive their
Bibles by bringing the page on which their name
appears to the Min Mid& %which the name appears. The Judges' decisions are final.

JOHNSON'S
GROCERY

Entries must specify the name of the firm
sponsoring each of the three verses submitted.

Name Address

kkA,

To: 'Bible Committee Ledger & Times
5óx32 Murray, Ky. 42071
Phil

MRS. ROY GORDON.--.-.--.----.807 N. 16th Street......
Murray, -Kentuck)r
'

Kelley's
Termite
and
Pest
Control

-Pine Food For
Fine Folks."

Contestants may win only 1 Bible with each
published contest. Each page is considered a
separate contest.

•

a

S. 12th Street

-nrcbTURFV/1111 Midst' Dot Dunn, Owner
Southside Shopping Center
Phone 753-1682

100 South 12th Street
"Every Day You Delay Lets
Bugs Have Their Way".

•

SHIRLEY MCDOUGALRt
Ain30.,4"

PAULETTE ROSS
1719 Keenland
Murray, Ky.

•

_
gird

ma a•

•1REMM

isKuitip.m•••1114•MINIINB=IIM

•••••OR OW fERI

•

Emir"

Dgnall Marine
Sates1119&wayService
94
1)3-3734 or 753-5693
DAVID MARTIN
Rt 6, Murray, Ky.

Word
Is
Love

CARROLL VW

Writ mein rou 91 ne

Incorporated

SHELL

TUCKER TV
Sales & Service

AMY TRADEMARK

STOKES TRACTOR

South 12th Street
Phone 753-9131

MURRAY BRANCH...
Federal Savings & Loan

MR. WILLIS FIELDER
Westview Nursing Home
S. 16th Street
Murray, Ky

MRS. CHESTER YARBROUGH
1625 Farmer Ave.
Murray, Ky.

IS Lanes
Mike Stranik, Mgr'.
11:00-11:00 Daily 12:30-Tf:00 Sunday

& Implement Co.

Coldwater Road&
Five Points
- 753-2900
19 years service experience

641 Supitribelt

CORVETTE LANES

304 E. Main St.
GERALD MOORE
Rt 1, Almo, Ky

Industrial Avenue
Phone 7534319

CINDY HUTSON
Route 5 Box 422
Murray, Kentucky

MRS. CLYDE ROBERTSON
1625 Hamilton Ave.
Murray, Ky.

READ

_
=kola ••-• OM OM NE I

SOUTH SIDE
RESTAURANT
Fresh Catfish, Char-Broil
Steaks, Country Ham.
Seating 100 Guests
Also Small Parties
Southside Shopping Center

BANK OF MURRAY MURRAY SEWING
CENTER
Machines
Singer Sewing

I

Cowta

_U.S. 641 North
Phone-502-753-3280

Murray's One Stop
Sewing Center
Bel-Air Shopping Center

A

MRS MAGGIE NEWBERRY
Route 2 Box 66
Murray, Ky.

Yittieita

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Open 24 Hours
7 days a week

You may receive your
Award at Main Office

MRS. WILMA 'MILLER
Rt 2,'Murray, Ky.

MELIt4DA FULKERSON
Route 1 llWx 297
Alma,. Kentucky

CHARLENE GARLAND
Rt 1, Kirksey, Ky.

MRS. KEN MILL,FR
Rt 1, Farmington, Ky

BIBLE

713 S. 4th Si.
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-6800

DAILY
TERESSA CARRAWAY
Route 4 Box 305
Murray, Ky.

American
VIINI Motors

CAIN & TREAS
so.s,Coldwater
Rd
753-6488

Pri

Kaiser Jeep
• •

fl

•

WIGGINS
FURN. CO.

Master Tire Service

2 mi. on 441 N.
Phone 753-4546
Open 8 00 5 - 30
6 Days 'a Week

BEGoodrich

FREDDIE HIGGENS
Route 2 Box 317
Murray, Ky.

MRS. CHARITY GARLAND
.
521 S 7th St
Murray, Ky

MRS. MARGIE PASCHALL
'503 S. 8th St.
Murray, Ky.

1407 Main — 753-4482
Open 1 - 00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m
7 days a week
"A good place to trade"

520 S. 4th

Isr.rer.

st.

"Conspiele-17.1w140-.
Selection"

On the grorr-iroornweixtrie
HWy. 641 N. 5 miles

mr.
C. EUGENE JONES
' Route 1 Box 12S _
Murray, Ky

4 NOLL/E TYNES
506 Richardson
MurrAy; KY.

UNIROYAL

MRS.-FAYE COLSON
205 S. 3rd St
Murray, Ky.

Ch4stnut Stl.0-7:6
753
y-e2aSr7s1
Your Zenith
Dealer

1105 Poilie
Phone 753-1489
MELEAH ROSE PASCHALL
Route 4 Box 121
Murray, Ky.

DEWAYNE ROACH
Rt 6. Murray, Ky

WILD1E COLEMAN-Rt 1, Murray, KY

.11 •••

HUGHES —
PAINT

MURRAY SPORT
& MARINE

STORE

Evinrude—Olastron—
Tidecraft
POlarKraft--Starcraff—Boat
Campers

491 Maple St.
Phone 153-3642

. Complete Service Shop
urrat
„LIS Sokth 4111 P4,

Sunday 1.4

Met cilarge

111111

_
TIGER PAW
aed
THE RAIN flat

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO STORE

•

•

NEAL STARKS
MOBILE HOMES

UNIROYISL TIRES

Award may be received
by appearterg-at- -- Main office

•

PECK'S
Upholstery Shop

CARROLL TIRE
SERVICE

OWEN FOOD
MARKET, Inc.

Hot Point Appliances, Floor
coveting, Furniture

Coldwater Road
Oil Dealer

RIK:,•• 7 3 •
muaRAY KY
541 5-1)1.1tH
Roy English k
Byron Forbes R Ph.

•

•

unI

SAFE-T DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

MRS RUTH COOPER
Rt 1, Hazel, Ky.

•

Prepare
for
Tomorrow
Read
Your
Bible

YOUR

BLALOCK-COLEMAN'
Funeral Home -

-•
Storey

REGINA MORRIS
1711 Wefts Extended,
Murray, Ky.

LOUISE PATTON
Rt. 1, Hazel. Ky

Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun, Inc.

Home nf Colony Paints

HENDRICK'S—
MARKET

604 S 12th St
Phone (502) 753-7114
Coon V PAINTS

DATSUN
Y.aoonsleick-ups
--,..41.414%cir

ELIS. BETH JONES
Rt T.. Mayfield; Ky

Bucy Parker
Lumber Co.
Concord Road 7111,717-"'""'"
BRIAN KENT BLAND
Rt 1, Murray, KY

vat
arryvvra"
Phone 753 777.1

GLide A Meets
Fresh Produce
Friecidly Service
- Hwy, 121 South

t vii-rt-L—Wrtlet4'Ue 1-00w-444_
Murray, Ky

By FRANK MACOMBER
MURsiff-Adrospace Writer
Copley News Service
Early in the American space
program fathers used to tell
their young sons that if they
were good boys they might
grow up to be astronauts.
But that was more than

changed. Being a member of
the U. S. space team today is
not all that glamorous. Some of
the sheen has worn off, despite
the success of - the nation's
space efforts.
This is because every young
man who joined the astronaut

corps believed be would
ace-lkW11.
awe still
This is no secret. Many of the
space sorneda,..Rsid---00
- worming-I& bends• canstantir v_astronauts whose names are
space program •
are worried aver what movesuusehold words have said as
continuing one to carry him
the White House and Congress
much publicly
.
• •
through most if not all of his
will make to change the course
Now budget time Is rolling
military or scientific career.. of
the*ace Program for gd around again. The federal
Somehow it hasn't viorked-'-d -or-badp-ilbe
worry gets worae_k_ipsee agency:mit:444w boss;
out that way. A lot of the
around budget time each year, Dr. James Fletcher, has
astronauts have yet to be
but it is there all the time.
completed its sessions with the

a

Budget Bureau, Preside ,
.,.Nixon's spending adviser.
In January the astronauts
will find out where they stand
-C
WOX
.
-fff:TF
KPVS
so far as White House space
Ie
00 M
N Lis
7:,27
6 30 G. Campbell 4
appropriation requests for the
7.30 Hawaii 5-0
7:30 Theater 70
0:30 CaP3'.on
T./4 -fiscal year beginning next July
9:30.Buck Owens 9:35 Weather '
L But they must sweat some
9:40 News
_
io:00 News
, .111:00 Crest. Feat. - more as Congress deliberates,
Griffin
:
1030
111:343 /envie
backs and fills and finally
comes up with its own set of
space spending figures,
AWAIT MOVEINLAND-Some of the Initials Oirpelled from Iraq await transportation inland at a-.
9:45 DiVóISÔi
5:45 Sen. Sala
necessarily m line with
6:15 Break. Shaw 10:00 Movie
temporary camp incilisiser-Shiriu,Iran. Iraq and Iran have renewed a feud recently. Iran occupied
the President sought.
11:50 Sewing
7:00 News
three small islands at the entrance tette PrThiati Gulf, through which tankers pass carrying iraqui
12:00 Gourmet
0:00 Kangaroo
Why, you ask, should the
oil to world markets.
12:30 Movie3 MatCh
9:00 Lot)
,
astronauts worry so about
1:00
9:30 Hillbillies
space Money? They- don't
10:00 Fam. Affair 2:57 News • ";."‘"p
3:00M1
10:30 Love-Life
81111010, direct the agency, they-44 fly
11:00 Where Heart 3:30 McHall___,
4:00 Bozo
11:25 News
The answer is this:' if the
5:00 Gary
11:30 Search
12:00 Farm
MC. 5:30 Bill Dance
White House and Congress fail
News
12:05 News --5;51
to come Up with sufficient funds
12:20 wunwr
6:00 Movie
for continued manned space
AltiOfId Turns 7:21 News
1:00 Love
Mane 7.30 Theater 29
flights, the astronaut will
1:3$ Guiding Light 9:35 Weather
, become an anachronism, like
ec. Storm
49411 News
the_grandfather clock or the
1,30 -50108-1q%919--'1111110-eree4:
3:00 Lassie
10:30 Movie
- Stanley-Stennier:'
4:00 Virginian
11:00 Sports
" The space knight in shining
5:„10 News
armor will be relegated to the
6:00 News
6:30 Rollin'
Status of,the cigar store Indian
1:00 Burnett
if he no longer can fly in space..'
8:00 Med. Center
By Helen Price Stacy
9:00 Minnie
Annual
space
budgets
It was considered at omen of harvest. There would galsdbin ,
10:00 Mews
WEST LIBERTY, Ky. - bad
Steadily have declined since the
luck to go to a barn or corn for bread, carrots, turnips!
10:30 Mery Griffin
mid-l96(, when they rocketed Christmas has now been
12:00 News
animal shed on the toe of Old and other vegetables that had'
close to the $6 billion mark to relegated to the attic until
Christmas to witness the been placed in hWles and
finance the Apollo manned another year and--New Year's animals.
covered with sand.
exploration of the moon. It
celebrations gives a place in
An Eastern Kentucky poet
Powdered (salted) beef and
dose next year with two final memory's file.
ham had been held over and
moon missions. Already the
But for some Christmas once
"At Old Christmas when
there would be fresh meat from!
astronauts are waiting for the came twice on the calendarSpirit fills each barn and shed
other shoe to drop. In this case Dec-. 25 and Jan. 6-and New
the hunt. Apple cider, fruit.
And holy auras hover round
the other shoe is White House Year was not until
preserves and homemade March.
a
donkey's
head,
and congressional action on the ' In the long,
cheese would rjggsLiat_._ther, _
deep hollows in
-The animals are given
space agency's request To
holiday-4ble.
the Kentucky . mountains it is
voices-there in the hay
crank up the multibillion-dollar
said there are some who follow
To
speak words of praise as
Customs change as do
space shuttle program so it can
the Gregorian calendar as a
they kneel to pray."
calendar dates for holidays. It
begin to function by 1978..
part of family tradition. Others
Old Christmas continues to be
would be well if people the
Meanwhile, as the fate of the
shuttle program hangs in observe Old Christmas in order
kept in the mountain fastnesses,
world over observed the spirit
doubt, the space agency is to keep the custom pad ot-a life
but a New Year that comes in
of Christmas on Dec. 25, Jan. 6
concerning itself with the last that is too bent on hurrying to
March is not so well rememand
many
other
days
Wi-iikTiS 14E GOING
two Apollo flights and the three the next season.
bered.
throughout the year.
TO BE WHEN/
Centuries
ago
Twelfth
Night
long-endurance Skylab manned
GPOWS UP?
A few huntlied-Years ago the
The love and spirit of sharing
missions seheduled for 1973. Jan. 6-marked an and to -Gregorian
A D4MPLE
calendar gave which characterise,- Cliristmas SALESMAN?
They are the only firm U. S. Christmas festivities and a
- ny • March 25 the Nees-Year and _should not be limited to. two.
manned space flight com- decorations left hanging-in the
this custom was brought across days out of 3fik. iiirrmiiftt
-mitments at this time beyond house were invitations to
the ocean to some of the New
Christzmises, the better.
the Apollo program.
goblins and gremlins to come
England states.
The space shuttle, which inside and dwell.
•
The day - was marked with a
envisions manned earth orbital
One writer said the day was a
holiday from school and if there
missions and shuttlecraft time to be...
was not a deep snow or bitter
flying between earth and space
"Down with the rosesnary, cold,
games were played on the
with crews arid supplies, will be
and so
commons or sons and fathers
a costly undertaking, running
Down with the BM
and enjoyed a special day of hunting
into the $10. billion figure and
Mistletoe;
in the forests near the villages!
perhaps higher. It,could run
Down with the bolly,--Ivie
In those early days young
afoul of trouble in Congress
girls wore garments similar to
Pret-Identlateet pushes and ad,
thi those worn bythe program with enthusiasm.
rnothersChristmas hall."
tight-waisted, full-skirted, long
For many years in the Floyd
dresses with white pinafores
County hills of Eastern Ken- and matching
white caw
tucky a mountain woman has
Usually the mother spent part'
kept alive the traditions of Old of New Year
spinning flak on
Christmas. Mrs. Edith James, the wheel
while the girls pieced
an authority on Highland lore quilts
and the grandmother
and legend, is director of the knitted
in a warm corner near
NEW YORK (UPI) -Al- Jenny Wiley Chantresses who the open fire. Sometimes
a
though the sharp surge since
do not sing the ancient songs, grandson
had carved new
-November may slow, foreign
but chant the words to carols pitting
needles from wood and
- buying could supply needed
and hymns.
would present these to his
support on the stock market,
There still are a few mountain grandmother.
If you'd like a prevue of
according to Value Use. Thus, homes where old ones claim a
If March 25 was a day that
what to expect for spring
special spiritual presence rdia ocean
the firm recommends a fully
breezes were warm and
and summer. .take a long,
invested position for most longbarns and sheds of animals on sneisswas
off the ground, annual
hard look at the current
the Eve of Old Christmas. At Training
term accounts. Holdings should
Day was combined
resor
clothes,...They're
midnight it is told the animals with New
be concentrated among issues
Yea"-Men- and- boys
front-runners, you know.
ranked highest or above averare given the power to speech
would practice Shooting skills
age for year-ahead market
and whether understood by man and
compete in other contests.
Every single woman
performance.
or not, some claim to have
...just a little older than
Food, while not fancy, had
beard the animals and their
young...._should revel in
been put awarfrom-the--last
strange sounds.
The sentiment of leaders in
the
season's
up-high
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neckline...Not only does it
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partly carpeted, neat University.
collar With bedroom, all electric, 20' Ii
shy. Reason for selling, don't
Chevrolet. Phone 753-9189. J8C brown and white, has
None 753-3095 or 753-3482. J6C
telephone number 753-5525. room,200amp. box and pole,
have the time to completely
' train. Phone 753-6030 after 5:00 EXCELLENT, EFFICIENT, Please call 753-4451 or 753underpenning.
Will
and
porches
awn..
FURNISHED TWO bedtoo
TFNC economical, Blue Lustre
p.m. .
TFC sell reasonable.Phone 492carpet 1347.
apartment. Call at 408 South
J5C
'
8371
'cleaner. Kent electric shampooer
Street.
J6
ppin: BLACK female
Bi:LTONE FACTORY frOsh $1. Big K, Belaire Shopping
'Dachshund, belongs to Cidgett
hearing aid batteriesfor all make Center.
' WANT TO' MY
Crotibh and answers to the name
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. J
of Mitzi. If found please phone
ANT TO BUY: lo_ga anti
MOTHER AND CHILD-MaiiiireVTinalessewire of.Canadian.
12 FT. WIDE mobile home, 3 GOOD USED Color eTeir
slinding trniber. AloarhaVi
Prime Mialeter-Pietve-Trudeme holds Canada's newest national
• bedroom with bath and hz Must Dunn's T.V. & AppiianCe. US
COPT-• TRI-COLOR_Ifernale sale lumber and sawdust.
celebrity, their son Justin Piere. June is the first child tethered
. see to appreciate,call 436South 12th Street. Free Parking in
Beagle on December V, flier 'Murray
Mill and Lumber Co.
by a t'a nadian prime minister In office since 1869.
J5P rear.
•
2401.
147:
net-UNA,Pitorigi_P-1
AP WIreptiotoi
79.4,

sucKs

. • inland at a

69 YAMAHA 350 Street Scrambler, Motorola color TV and
ttertainment center, Tappan
3e :electric range, Queen size
bed, dining room suite, couch,
chest of drawers, dresser,
metal book cases, four stack
electric heater, coffee table and
two end tables. Phone 7539318.
J6P

25' each
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. By THE ASSOCIATED PRE*

and Crittenden counties and
FRANKFORT,
-brought to $560,680 the amount
The 1972 Kentucky General As- of contracts awarded during
sernbly, opening today, will the previous Republican admin,
- 4 7Sy BROOKS JACKSON,
.
have women serving as chief istration which have since been
tracts.exceeding-1,3Kr_ cent a fiveStis
- Wss members wanted
Associated Press Writer
year'.
-le -at
rage's
WASHINGTON ( AP* - The
Senate.
Business member Virgil Day, back at least to the 8-per-cent
Pay Board was expected to or2 a General Electric Co. vice level in the United centract.
eieieiDeTF
'Mrs. Blanche Mahoney, a- -.-- FRANKFORT, Ky. (APi-A
-2
der its first wage rollback to- president, said thebisiness
leader in political and civic af- county clerk in Kentucky does
But Day also said at least
day, cutting a 12-per-cent raise members would propose such a one business member wants to
fairs in- Louisville, was to be not have the authority to rePLcF
, KENTUCKY
for aerospace workers, prob- regulation during meetings this cut all the way back to 7 per
elected chief clerk of the state quire -marriage license appliRECORD Hifi)
ably to 8 per cent or less.
TE,iSWED
Senate. Mrs. Addie Stokley of cants to produce divorce deweek.
cent. Another board informant
But it appeared to be an open
Frankfort, deputy clerk of the crees showing that former marLast month the business said some of the public memNUeAfi(R
question whether the board members issued a blanket chal- bers, possibly all five, wanted 7
•e
House two-years ago, was to be riagea were dissolved, the state
would honor its own new rule lenge of all deferred raises per cent.
chosen the chief clerk. of the attorney general's office adlimiting all pay raises in new over 7 per cent, but under this
vised Monday.
House for the sesaiois:
The public members have
contracts to no more than 7 per procedure the board would consistently taken a hard line.
The opinion, requested by
cent, even in special circum- have to order any rollbacks on Business members have sided
FRANIcFORT;
'.
Y.AP)
- Kenton County Clerk -A: --Ty
stances. , •
Kentucky Highway Commis- Wood, also advised that a proa case-by-case basis that could with the public members in layit VvIS C. SUSS. STAR REGISTRAR
Various sources said all 10 swamp the panel with thou- ing down tough rules, rather
sioner Charles Pryor Jr., can- vision in a divorce decree forbusiness and public members sands of reviews.
celled contracts Monday for bidding one or both parties
HANDY BIRTH CARD AVAILABLE —
than with the labor members in
birth -,ertificate Is on file in the Office. pf
were determined to vote
Instead of coping with an unwieldy birth
construction projects in six from remarrying for a speciThe board's guidelines say applying the rules loosely.
Vital Statistics, Kentucky State Departrytel,
t"
against the five labor members raises in new contracts can't go
certificate when proof of birth is required, as
counties totaling $309,587.
fled number of years couldn't
of Health, you can obtain a birth card-for
For example, business memof Jan. 4 Kentucky•born individuals can.use
and order---47---eut--e( some over 5.5 per cent except in spe- Agra voted for the board's origiThe contracts were mainly be valid under Kentucky law.
$2. Application forms for the cards
-handy
•••
•
crectit,cardsized birth card. It. mar
amount. Not all of them, how- cial cases that might warrant ,nal 5.5-per-cent guideline, then
available at local health departments.
for blacktopping in Marion,
ever, were reported ready to raises up to 7 per cent. Day turned around and voted in faGreenup, Pikei____FRANKFORT, Ky.. (AP)-- %
roll the aerospace raise back to said the rule to be proposed by vor of the only two contracts
Kentucky and Ohio have
7 per cent.,
business members would put approved so far, bOth of which
reached an agreement whereby
On another matter, the the same 7-per-cent lid on de- Day concedes "clearly exresidents of each state will pay
board's five business members ferred raises in contracts al- ceeded the 5.5 per cent guideincome
home
were reported ready to press ready agreed upon.
all
taxes tit their
••
---40_t_e_ •
for a legally binding regulation
Last Dec. 21 the board deIn theiEactiona the board apUnder the terms Of
agree.
-FRANKFORT„ Ky. (AP)that would automatically cut bated far into the night without proved a first-year raise of 15
meat,' persons living in one
,F.R ANK FORT, KY.-A simple, quick way to prove your
The-Reati
ekyMlle
Service
Most
require
places
which
pff•luture pay raises in old con- reaching a decision on con- per cent for coal miners, and credit-card -sized birth
card age:"
Commission has trimmed $50,- state and Working- in the..biller
presentation of a birth
tracts covering units of the cleared the first part.of a 42- which can substitute in
000 from a $1.5 million rate in- will not be required to file noncertificate- will probably accept
most.The cards :will be available
United- Auto-Workers and_ Abe. month rail signalmen's pact cases for I birth certificate will lin.
state
crease request by Western Ken- resident returns with
car instead. u
n/one inaakting, the_ the •
AFL-CIO International Associ- cal1ing-W474er
ñfIn rats-el7 rertrw---b-r-tre rri-tistw-r
'sawhLa
-avaanaployod,
-Exalitpteraslieh-p- es-r.trity - C-at' CO:
'west "Yave his birth
Kentucky-bor
individual
n
s" Certitleate on tile
ation of Machinists at six aeroDay said it was necessary to
are set-roots, passport agencies,
in the Office
the rernainder.
,
space firms.
insurance companies arid social.,
clear these contracts, even according to Lewis Bush, et' Vital Statistics in Frankfort.
The Owensboro-based gas
.*
security offices.
All except one follow the pat- though they exceeded guide- director of the Office of Vital •
company serves Western KenTo order a card a person
tern set in the UAW pact with lines, because the unions Statistics State department of should
If a person QLust let an office lucky basically but also 1185
get an application orm
Health.
North American Rockwell
missed out on a round of "fla(r o to .h I s local- health
keep proof of His birth date, he some customers
"Several states have been
us
in central KenCorp., which contains a first- grantly inflationary settle- issuing birth cards and find. department_ Most hospital's also
_, can (1) give hisbirth card to the . ,c4.
.
year raise of 51 cents in the
ments."
them very .satisfactory," Bush nave the form. The card costs . office and get another for
The P:S.C. OM approved
Riley Crawford of 407 North $4.32 hourly average, an 11.8
If these had been cut back, he commented. "They provide a $2.
' himself or (2) let the office use total of $220,570 in rate in4th Street succumbed Monday per cent increase. The ex- said, it might have created in- a credit-card type'uf machine, if creases as purchased gas ad.______ .
•
at 3:15 p.m. at the Murray- ception is the 1AM pact with
justices that could anger union
it- hm- one, to duplicate the *gams for _bur.firms.
•
•
Calloway County Hospital. He United Aircraft Corp. in Con- men and explode later into a
• _hiformation on the card.
four, with total irimwases-for
was 84 years of age and his riecticut..letere the union got new round of inflation.
• •
- the plastic card With its
By,THE ASSOCIATED PRESS amount.
each, were:
However,
dis- raised letters is actnally an
death followed an extended only an 8-per-cent raise in the
. it is absolutely essential to
By THEODORE A. EDIGER
WASHINGTON (AP)- Sen. agreement waS reported onOthe abstract of 3 person'S original
-Western Kentucky Gas,
first year.
-get. your inequities out of the Edmund S.
- Copley News Service
amount of the rollback.
Muskie
of
Maine
birth
certificate.
Informatio
n
The Mon
$181,567.
urray "Man was a
"T5r Pay-BUMS ftnpa
-firste--then stap-cliaam to -tessiglakaa formally.
matter,
the
card
the
-autism.
includes
name,
birth
member of the First Baptist over the aerospace settlement
-Wiser Oil Co. of Sisterscontrol new contracts at the re- Democratic
MIAMI - There is a way to
iiirieii-riieri—miTermrerf-rnsm-dv•trt.-ii
-.13presidential race .b.oerd's five
Church. He was born July 13, does not involve whether to cut
e,--Wrlioat,"for'ratable..
stop
-skylaeltgs-te-Gubar-but
quired level," he said.
the
birth
certificate
was
he has been running for more' were reported ready to press
filed in Clay and Knox counties
1887, in Darin)
in Ken- the price Cuban Premier Fidel
-"Once-the ae:oalaie.:„ and per than a year.
ficerd_ofirtt
,_6
thirtir
e Ofra
li
rn_ber
ital
Statistics,
,
for
a
legally
Maskie
has
hinding_ret
purtulattod
and his parents were the late , I .1 y.
tucky, 832,930.
Castro asks may be too high.
hap.-a couple of last few con- chased 10
minutes of prime• that would automatically cut
Mr. and Mrs. Knox Crewford.
Gal-CCii-or ---- What ts needed, as generally
certificate
tracts Are-- rounded up," •he television
number
and
sex.
time to make an an- -off future pay raises in old conDay, who expressed his views
The deceased is survived by
conceded, is a U. S.-Cuba
Prestonsburg, Ft975.
said,."the 4,5 per cent guideline
- ha-WC- Mrs. Minnie Parker in an unpublished essay and in - riiiiat arid will become a tight nouncement he'.taped Monday -tracts exceeding 7 per cent a
agreement-- for ---rettirn of
Neeley Gas Co. of -Floyd
in
Maine.
Ci1d,--kid one daughter, a telephone interview, said -ail
hijackers to the United States
County, 91,098.
•
criterion.," •
_
Sen. Hubert H. Huraphrey of
to-stand.triaL That would WIte _
Mrs. Ann Humphreys, both of
Minnesota is expected to round
SAN'DIEGO; Calif. (AP) the. fun-flavor- out of -PIO
407 North 4th Street, Murray;
out the Democratic field when President Nixon, in California
Havana" dictums.
one son, John Crawford of
he declares his candidacy Jan. to meet with Japan's prime
But Castro indicates now that
Central City; grandson, Butch
BEREA,
Ky. (AP)-Berea
10. Other rivals for the nomi- minister, flies here today to
he will hand over air pirates
Humphreys of Hale's Trailer
IContianed from Page 11
only if the United States sends
nation, who have entered state boost American shipbuilders College students returned to
Court, Murray; one niece, Mrs.
him -possibly to the execution
primaries or indicated plans to: ho face stiff competition from Classes 'Monday amid disClara Nixon of Temperance
The plant board took the wall - those Cubans who flee
do so include Sens. George Japanese and European yards. agreement on whether last
Hall, Tenn.
McGovern of Sonth Dakota,
Nixon, apparently on short month's crisis on campus is $10,400 in question from the "in- his Communist island.
Funeral services will be held
By STERLING F. GREEN
lieu-of-tax" paymepts as a
The official Cuban radio
April 15 to get right with the Henry M. Jackson of Washing- notice, decided to visit the San over.
Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. at the
Associated Press Writer
^ The school's president, Allis -credit from the utility, tax reported Castro said recently
Internal
Revenue
ton,
Diego
and
Service.
Vance
yards
Hartke of Inof the National
chapel of the Max Churchill
WASHINGTON AP - In
that any hijack pact with the
Ttie -change in the withhold- diana, former Sen. Eugene_ Steel and ,Shijibuilding Co., one Weatherford, said he thought payments.
Funeral Home with Dr. H. C. • it of the tax relief voted by
the conditions that caused him
Shultz said that the Murray United States also "must refer
ing
tables
was
Of
McCarthy
designed
many
to
of
feeling
corMinnesota
The
burden
and
-Of
Chiles officiating.
Congreertast month, millions
to cancel final exams and send Board of Education will decide to boats and illicit departures
Pallbearers will be Larry of Americans will find their rect that situation for the.new Mayors John V. Lindsay of lower-cost foreign competition. students home
from Qibto AS well as planes
at its next meeting on January
have passed.
tax year-and to give the New. York and Sam Yorty of
Parker, Ace McIleynnica; CUrt bikehome pay reduced
from the United States.)" All
But some students and facul- 13 what course of action it will
after 7Tie
"b3SEikty
the
current
__SAIGON
Angeles.
use
Of
tAP)
Willoughby, Wells Overbey, Jan: 16 by a bigger income tax
boat departures from Cuba are
estimated El billion which forCommand today announced the ty mnecner said they believed take,to seek the recovery of the illegal except
Frank Overbey, and Hafford bite out of their checks.
aboard
an
lost
undhrcurre
revenue.
nt
of
discontent
merly has been underwithheld
WASHINGTON I AP) - The loss of another fighter-bomber
James.
state-opera
vessels.
ted
lus
Congress has increased_ in the,pourse oaeil
still
exists.
Hughes
said that the electric
year.
Pay_ Board was expected to or-_ over northern Laos, and four
Interment will be in the sharply the withholding rate, to •
The broadcast, monitored in
The conflict beg_an when the plant board will meet on
But in correcting the under- der its first wage rollback to- Amer-lean -helicopters were shot
Miami, added that the Cuban
Murray Cemetery with the make the amount of tax with-A. withhorho
-January
g of one large group day, cutting a 12-per-c
college
14
decided
andatthaf
not
time
to
rehlre'
will
ent raise down during an attack on a
commander in chief claimed:
arrangements by ,the Max held by employers come closer
Melvin Marshall, a black-Fouhr review the 'attorney general's -The
imperialists Americans)
Churchill Funeral Home where to matching the employe's ac- of taxpayers. Congress has for aerospace -workers, prob- AJ:S-.-patrol northeastof Saigon.
opinion and issue a vt.ferpenfr invented
complicated the financial prob- ably to 8 per cent or less.
The command said an Air selor.
the diabolical trick of
friends may call.
tual tax hability for the year.
on
Classes
the
were
cancelled
after
matter.
lems of another large group by
Various sources said all 10 Force F4 Phantom was lost last
hijacking."
That will correct the undergroup
of black students, procausing overwithholding.
busipess and public members Friday due to unknown causes a
Almost in the same breath,
withholding which, for many
Millions of taxpayers-par- were determined to vote and the two crewmen were list- testing alleged discrimination,
--Cateo mentioned the U. S.
taxpayers, has been a nuisance
ticularly middle-income couples against the five labor members ed as missing. Announcement moved into the administration
Guantanamo Bay Naval Base
for years. For 1972 and therein Cuba. U, S. occupation of the
in which only the hushabd and order a cut of some , of the loss was delayed while building. There was no vioafter, fewer middle-and upperlence.
base, he declared, "is a more
works, and those claiming
'Search
operations
were
under
(Continued
from
income taxpayers will have to
Page 11
Weatherford said meetings to
serious
'crime than the
large
amounts
of
itemized
deCurtis C. Doran, father of C. mail quarterly estimated tax
way.
The loin' helicopters were discuss how to deal with condi- dorsement. They are John hijacking of planes."
Wayne Doran of Murray, died payments or make large lump- ductions-will find the new
In an earlier speech while
shot down Monday when they tions on campus were held dur- Swinford, D-Cynthiana, -who
suddenly at his home at 611 sum payments when they file withholding tables take too
ing the 2 and one half days will be House floor leader, and guest of ,Chile's Marxist
deep
'a
bite.
came
to
of
aid
a
-man
Maple Avenue, Mayfield, on their income tax returns.
esume In Belt
25 40 miles
The withholding increase is
Pa which normally would have Billy Paxton, D-Central City, President Salvador Allende,
trot that the
was attacked
Friday at three p.m.
pis was a particular probwho will be House speaker pro Castro said, cryptically, that
northeast of Saigon. One GI been alloted to exams.
The diMeased was 71 years of lem in 1971 for married couples so large, in fact, that in many
someday Cuba will get
Students returned Sunday tern.
cases
it
will
LOUISVIL
more
than
LE,
offset
Ky.
was
reported
)AP-.
killed
and 13
age and wasa salesman for the in which both husband and wife
Guantanamo back from the
night
the
for
school's
If
"short
state
serevenue
figures
are
the
paycheck
Auctions
benefits
resume
that Contoday on the wounded in the attack. It was
Covington Brothers Wholesale work. The old withholding taUnited States, perhaps without
gress enacted last month:in the eight-state burley tobacco- belt the biggest American ground mester," a one-month period not available until early FebruGrocers.
"
bles were geared to give them
firing a
between the two regular semes- ary the Ford-backed hill on
form
with
slightly
of
higher
personal'
more
exaction_
than
in
more
than a month.
20--perSurvivors are his son, C. one too many low-income allowThe United States acquired
ters when age-fonts ecuTiplete_a„ posing
vera
Wayne Doran of Murray; three ances; many will have to pay emptions and an increased centof the 1971 crop remaining Enemy losses were not known.
--Guan
tanamo through 1903 and
special
project.
probably
will
not be introduced
to be sold.
brothers. Basil Doren - of several hundred dollars on standard deduction.
1934 treaties with Cuba.
until
.then..
Taxpayers
Nearly
at
the
123
income
million
levpounds
re-Houston, Texas, Lewis Doran of
In an address in Havana in
While that bill could touch off
el of 120,000 to $25,000 who main in the warehouses or on
Nashville, Tenn., and Dr. AdrOn
September, Castro warned that
some
voCril
opposition, it probclaim itemized deductions 'of the farms if the U.S. Crop ReDoran of Morehead; two
if the United States fosters
i
t C cjb ,11111k,)
ably will be approved. That is
E4,000 to $5,000--fairly ordinary porting Board's estimate
grandchildren; four great
escapes from Cuba, he will
especially
so
since
at
that
Ford
income level-may find 527,445,000 pounds for the total:
has encourage hijackings.
grandchildren_
said he plans to include that
themselves paying the govern- crop'
-is accurate.
That was shortly after the
Funeral services were held
proposal in a package with the dictator had announced he was
ment upwards of $50 a month
Gross sales before Christmas
Sunday' at two p.m. at the
politically popular plan to re- going to end the 5-year-old
vacation began Dec. 16 were
Funeral services for Mrs. more than they owe.
Roberts Funeral Chapel,
i
move
the sales tax on grocer- twice-daily refugee airlift to
For
the
404,489,302
relief
of
pounds
such
Susie
taxfor
P.
Rasberry
an
are
,
averbeing
•lifayfield, with Bra John
ies.
the United States. Some
Hoover and
Bro. Alonzo held today at, two p.m. at-, the payers the'IRS has prepared a age of $80.36, the highest preMore opposition is likely to speculation about a possible
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, new form to be distributed by holiday price in history.
Williams officiating.
erupt over any proposal to resultant increase in escapes
Deliveries to warehouses durEntombment was in the Tenn., with Rev. Buck Morton employers, called "Employe's
by boat had appeared in the
raise Kentucky's gasoline tax
Highland Park_ Ceinetery, and Rev.Ted Cowan officiating. Withholding Exemption Certifi- ing the break were described
by two cents or so per gallon, U. S. press.
Marial will be in the cate." By filling it out and re- by one official as -pretty fair,"
Mayfield.
Castro
said
which Ford is understood to be.
"cheap
Maplewood Cemetery at Paris, turning it to his employer, he. but there was no heavy run.
propaganda by the imconsidering.
can adjust his year-long with"There's just not much toTenn.
holding to an amount roughly bacco left," one I.exington
Other matters, which prob- perialists'' might prompt
Mrs. Rasberry of 408-Hooper
.
ably will take tip a gOod-deal of Cubans to flee by sea.
equivalent
warehouse
to
his
man
actual
tax
said.
lia-Street, Paris, Tenn., died
He continued: "The imbility.
the legislators' time are legislaThe high average has been
Monday at 1.30 a.m. at the
tive and congressional reappor- perialists should remember
The-new form carries a table' marked by similar prices being
Federal State --Market News Henry County General Hospital showing
tionment, easing the Sunday that we hav.e_never pinned a
how many "allow- paid for both high and lower
therF, She was a member of the
medal on any hijackets.of their
Service January 4, 1972
ances" ibe taxpayer shook) grades. Only $3 per hunffied
Closing Law and regulating
planes arriving here. But to
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog West Paris Baptist Church. She claim -at $750
strip mining more or banning
each, the new pounds separated non-descript
those encouraging illegality
Market Report Includes 9 was born March 28, 1904, and amount of the
it.
personal ex- from good tan flyings, lugs and
here;' let them know we will
parents
her
were
late
the
Buying Stations
Education interests will touch
emption-to insure that he is:. leaf in the last week of sales.
encOurage it there."
Receipts: Act. 1265 Est. 1000 Oliver and Firma Redden meeting
off'debate as well iiier another
Almost no tobacco went unhis tax obligations
A
State
Department
Barrows and Gilts steady Sows Pierce: Her huaband, Walter L. throughout
attempt to enact a professional spokesman said:
the year but not der government support in the
ligiberry,
"The United
died
1957.*
in
steady
pre-Christmas sales. The Fedoverpaying along the way.
negotiations bill for Kentucky's States does not encourage
Survivors
include
US 1-3 200-240 lbs 22.00-22.25
eral-State Market News Service
public school teachers. The Cubans to leave Cuba and
to
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 22.25-22.50 daughter, Mrs, Mildred Halle
•
said the associations took just
teachers probably will get, come, to this country
BAHAMAS RACE WEEKS .•
US Z-4 200-240 lbs., 21.75-22.00 of Puryear, Tenn.; sister, Mrs:
however, six per cent pay violation of the law, However
AP
The four-hundredths of one per cent
in'
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. 21.25-21.75 Pearl York of Paris. Term:; two firth ason f_flaharnas
*Ai for each of the next two we do -give asylum tw'the
Race of,gross marketings.
brothers,
W.R.
Pierce
and
Leon
US 3-4260-280 lbs-, Z0.75-21.25
o,,,,ek-,4
inter edtafe and adrefugees when they,..!COme."
-)eatirs. •
Pierce, both of Route Five, ionced r pp sailors, spanSows
Undere Kentucky's conActually, there hai. been no
US 1-2,200-30 Ilia., 16.0007.00 a Paris, Tenn.; two grand- sored
Synaliosiums.
ONE CITED
stitutioVthe (ieneralissembly Upsurge in reftigtce arrivals by
children,
Jerry
Holley
Lee
of
will he held in
few at 17.40
kT}' ekeisaris
One person was cited for ,
will hit-de to adjotten 60 days boat ,since}e
YEAR OF THg RAT-Rubber stamps beartrorewrious *sips
-gates
Purytar, Tenn., and Bobby from. Flei."71 throug pril -15 at
US 1-3 300-8515 ilfak.; W00-16.00
public drunkenness on Monday ' of rats are on saltrat a Tokyo department store for use in the New 'from now, excluding Sundays began v6/14 shut.. Ob- at eleven a.m
US 2-3 450-650 11*., 14.50-15.00 a Rasberry of Memphis, Tenn. A i:eorgetown. Great E x Ulna
and holidays. This year. that servers' attribute this to the
by the Murray Year. The year 1$72 is the year of the rats according to the
son;Horace Lee Rasberry, was hamati Both men and women
few at 13.50
Oriental
animal
Poiki,jaep
zodiac.
will come on St. Patrick's Day hurricane season, and also to a
artment.
participate
will
killed during World War II
Boars 12.00-14.00.
reported beefing up of Cuban
March 17.
1AP Wirephoto)
_
gbnboat patrols.
7
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